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South Fulton Girls And Boys
Teams Win Over Sharon Here

it gain recborn State
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Democratic

Both the South Fulton Red
Devils and the Devilettes won
over the Sharon teams here Tuesday night. The Devilettes won by
a 43-27 score, while the local boys
defeated the Sharon boys 68-35.
The girls lineup was: South Fulton — Forwards, Jone Peeples, 17,
Mary Jane Cruce, 6, Joy Vincent
16, Frances Parr, 4.
Substitute forwards — Judy

unong those
and knowio, you'll be
n too — to
lci a greater
lly a better

Green. Barbara Peeples, Rosemary Clark, Lee Cantrell and Linla Thorpe.
Guards — Wards Outland, Diane Gunter, Bonnie Usrey, Nancy
Dame, Carolyn Brown. Nancy
Brashears and Judy Maynard.
Sharon — Forwards, Mattes. 15.
Judy, 5, Damron, 8, substitute forwards. Bell, 1. Capps, McCullum
and Moore.
Guards — D. Ingram, S. Ingram,
Roberts, Ellis and Summers.
The boys lineup was: South Irultor — Forwards. John Hughes, 10,
Aaron Hawks. 16, Sam Miller, 18;
center, Donald Parchman, 14;
Guards, Richard Isbell. 4, Mike
Reed. 4, and Pat Dowly, 2.
Substitutes — Billy Hickman
Charles Halley, Morton Brooks,
Gregg St. John. Richard Moss,
Ronnie Pope, and Tommy Parr.
Sharon: Killebrew, 5, Gordon,
2, McCollum, 2, Therington, 2, Edwards. 22, Larder 2; and substitutes, Wells, Adams and Fisher.
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City Of South Fulton Will
Not Be Lighted For Christmas
The City of South Fulton will
not be lighted for Christmas this
year, due to the fact that the city
is undergoing a change from KU
to TVA power.
A spokesman for the South Fulton Booster Cluo said that the
club members didn't think it fair
to ask KU to string the Christmas
lights as they have done in the
past, although they were sure
that if they chose to ask KU men
to do so, they gladly would convent.
The Boosters, at a meeting
Thursday night, decided to do
without the lights this year. saving the money that it would take
for repairs on the old lights, then
next year the town could be better lighted with nicer decorations.
The South Fulton Boosters will
again this year, on Dec. 20, have
their Big Boy charity newspaper
sale. The residences in South Fulton will be canvassed and road-
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Fulton County SchoolBand Will Lead
First District In Inaugural Parade

blocks will be set up at the Derby
in Highlands end at the stoplight
in South Platen. Money raised
—jottings
from the sale will 'be used to buy
Fulton County's crack school band, will lead the under the direction of W. W.
from
Christmas Baskets for the needy. First District contingent
Ruscoe is efficiently organized,
in the giant and colorful in- competent
The Booster Club paid for the
and colorful and tha
banquet for the South Fulton Red augural parade, it was made known here today. Follow- contingent will add much to ths
Devils last Week at the Park Ter- ing a personal invitation from Governor-elect Bert gala inaugural festivities.
The band boosters club is
race. The club also paid for one Combs when he made his
First District tour here last busily
making arrangements to
of the tropldas presented that
month,
the inaugural committee wired the official in- send the band and chaperones
night.
Winner of the Most Valuable vitation to Royce Dyer, president of the band booster to the parade. With donations
from loral patrons it is hoped that
Player trophy liras Donald Parch- club on Tuesday.
the rip to the inauguration will
man, and Richard Isbell was presented the Most Improved Player
The wire said:
in the inaugural parade on be nompletely financed.
trophy.
Bert Combs has told us of his Tuesday, December 8. We would
These boys were chosen by a personal invitation to the Ful- like for your band to lead the
MEET FRIDAY
vote among the players, them- ton County school band to march First District in the parade. LetWANTED: Person or persons
T h e Palestine Homemakers'
would
which
information
selves.
having
ter follows.
Club will meet Friday at 10:30 at
Thirty-one players, coaches and
Iced to return of huge funds alJames E. Gray, Inaugural Act- the Community House. Members
Booster maRbers attended the
legedly changing hands as poliivities Committee.
are urged to be present and visibanquet.
tical pay-off. Call or wire' Jo
Fulton County's school band, tors are always welcome.
Westpheling at Radio Station
The Boatels will meet again
CONTRACT AWARDED
WFUL, or home number 1255,
Thursday nintrityat 7:30 at the
South Fulton
or News office. 470.
Hall. RefreshA contract to construct a
ments will be Served.
Ronnie McAlister of Fulton
bridge over Bayou Du Chein creek
Plagued by complaints from
has been signed to a contract by
And that's the truth and UI
on the upper bottom road about
the St. Louis Cardinal baseball
give half of the funds as a re- many local citizens over a period
a half-mile northeast of the Hickof
months
the
Fulton
City
Police
team this week, and will report
ward.
man city limits was awarded to
Monday night raided the local
to Homestead, Fla. next spring
Twelve young ladies, who are Corbett-Davidson, May tie rd,
Elks
Club
and arrested six Fulfor training with the Cardinal members of the South Fulton Thursday
This classified ad might sound
morning for $45,419,
system.
a little funny to you, but its ton men for engaging in a dice
Brownie Troop 18, and their The News was advised from
McAlister is a pitcher.
not to me. You see, ever since game in a back room of the club.
leaders, Mrs. William Earl Long Frankfort.
S. E. Holly, office manager of Second Alternate.
Although well-known in this and Mrs. Harold Holloday paid a
the night of May 26 when Bert In making the arreeis the local
police
cited
/CRS
Fulton
436:350
Governor
the
ASC County Committee,
which
Combs was elected
Community D — Raymond Ev- area as a high school basketball visit Wednesday afternoon after
story has gone the rounds that stipulates that a police officer is reported that the following per- erett. Chairman, Philip Choate, star who went on to college on school to the Hawes Memorial
subject
to
indictment by the grand sons were elected by Fulton Coun- Vice-Chairman, Charles E. Lattus a basketball scholarship and who Rest Home.
I got sums ranging from $10,000
to $50,000 for serving as Cam- jury when he falls to enforce the ty Farmers November 13, 1959 to Regular Member, Leo Cissell, made a name for himself in colThe Brownies had made cards
paign chairwoman in the Combs law concerning gambling. Con- serve in the capacity of assisting First Alternate and Neal Roach, legiate circles, McAlister's baseBy Bill Hari
ball experience has been con- and book marks which they gave
campaign and if that money was viction of such an indictment the county committee in administ- Second Alternate.
to
the
patients
at
the
rest
home.
"Van
Doren
brings
sat high on a wall,
about
a
fined
fine
of
to local independent teams
paid to me, heck fire some midnot less ering various agriceLture proCommunity E — Travis Nipp,
Van Doren took a great fall.
dle man done off wit heap big than $1000. not less than six grams for 1960.
Chairman, L. B. Abernathy, Vice- during the past two years. HowAll tBS and the agency men,
months or more than twelve
cash.
Community A — Avery Han- Chairman, George Helm, Regular ever, he looked good enough to
Couldn't put Van Doren together
months in jail, and suspension cock, Chairman, Richard Jettress, Member. Leo Cissell, First Alter- Cardinal Scout Buddy Lewis of
again."
Of course the folks who start- from his job.
Vice-Chairman, Robert Thompson, nate and Leslie Davis. Second Memphis, and the contract was
Officers making the raid, short- Regular Member, Harold Pewitt. Alternate.
offered.
ed the rumor have large and
Reflective of the Tea Pot Dome
The son of Mrs. Byron McAlemail holes in the heed, but just ly after midnight, were Police First Alternate, and Ronald Elscandals of the 1920's, our present
The Chairman of each communiProofs of the pictures of local
the same they might have gump- Chief Nethery. Assistant Chief liott, Second Alternate.
decade finds itself sniffing the unty is automatically a delegate to ister of Fulton, Ronnie was a children taken at the News
office
tion enough to talk a little sense. Hassell Williams and Patrolman Community B — T. R. William- the county convention
which will member of the '57 Fulton bas- recently will be displayed at the pleasant odor of another ballyThey might also be told that Archie Martin.
son. Chairman, Marion Champion, be held Friday, November 30, 19- ketball team that won the Reghooed scandal, this time the tv
News office next Tuesday, NoNellie Lowe, Sr.. custodian of Vice-Chairman, Richard Bellew, 59 at the county ASC office.
there are thousands of people
At ional and went to the State vember 24, from noon until 8: p. quiz show. We have heard much
in the world who work like the club was arrested on a charge Regular Member, 0. G. Howell, this convention the county com- tournament. The following two
in the last weeks concerning this
heck for things they belietve in, of permitting gambling on prem- First Alternate, and Ray Moss, mittee will be elected by the dele- years he attended a Junior Col- m. in the afternoon.
matter and it seems to have come
All
parents
are
requested
to
ises
under
lege
in South Carolina on a baswithout a penny's compensation,
his control. At a hear- Second Alternate.
to a head. The scandal itself has
gates. Mr. Holly stated that
come
to
the
News
office
on
that
ing
on Wednesday morning Mr.
but then tha''s expecting a little
Community C — Tommy Jones, members of the county committee ketball scholarship, starring on
caused justifiable reaction on the
date and during these hours in
Lowe's charge was reduced to Chairman. Robert Adams. Vice- now serving are:
too misch.
Roy Bard, a team that went to the national order to select the picture that part of the public; however, it
JC tournament in Kansas.
Participating in a game of chance. Chairman, Charles A. Everett, Chairman, James Sanger,
is some of the side issues which
ViceThis year he is attending they prefer for free publication border on the ludicrous.
ru tell you some other folks He was fined $50.00 and costs.
Regular Member, Jesse McClellan, Chairman. and Martin Conder,
UTMB at Martin on a basket- in the paper.
Others fined on similar charges First Alternate, and Roy Wade, Regular Member.
who would like to apprehend
For years the advertising agencl
If copies of any of the pictures
ball scholarship.
these rumor-starters and there were: J. Campbell. Robert Pewit;
men have treated the Americat
are
desired,
they
may
be ordered public as though they were deu
During off-school months of
Ernest Fall at the Building and Sanunie Haddad. 1.4011 Mann and
the past four years McAlister attar proofs are selected, from a and imbecilic protoplasm whom
Loan Association. He's wesSINg
studio
reprmantadvo
at the Mews only fenotion has been
has been employed by Hornbook
kind of hard to finance the littr
alt
it
;em;Ing on the
to respond
office. The riereeentative will be
Funeral Horne in Fultan.
borne we bought on West State night of the raid, club members
here this one day only, and se- to their trite and asinine adverLine Road and then good ole had anjwyed a dinner in the lodge
lections must be made at that tising. Television has been the
Smith Atkins would like to
worst offeplier in carrying this
time.
know, 'cause he's been mighty
trash. And to make matters far
Fulton's fired-up Bulldogs were the outstanding performers
darned nice about holding little
worse, the program fare sponsored
drove 50 yards on short power for Fulton while Malone providold pieces of width paper for us
BAKE SALE NOV. 15
by the advertising often was far
plays in the third period to grind ed the spark for the Cardinals.
In exchange for some small aout a come-from-behind 7-6 Fulton
0 0 7 0-7
There will be a bake sale worse than the commercial matmounts of green paper he gets
victory over listless Mayfield Mayfield
0 6 0 0-6
sponsored by the New Hope ter. All excuses and platitudes aevery month and will be getting
there Friday night.
Methodist Church on Wednes- side, the truth is television has
for a right smart number of
day,
Nov. 25, at the K. U. off- been merely a hyper-salesman infact,
the
In
Cardinals,
apparyears to come. And then there's
ice.
Proceeds will go for the nocently invited into the Amerisuffering
letdown
ently
a
after
On Tuesday, Dec. 1, the general
Clyde Williams. Sr. at the City
Missionary
and World Service can home. All the great hopes and
18-6
over
triumph
an
arch-rival
election will be held in South FulNational Bank, that tall disdesires that television would use
ton and a mayor and six council- Project
tinguished banker says "how
The Fulton Country Club will Tilghman last week, failed to
its amazing attracting power
men will be elected.
much" to me, before he says give a benefit party at the club make a first down until late in
WHTTNEL HAS OPERATION seems to have dimmed quite regthe third period.
Those seeking the posts, unophouse on Dec. 3 at 7 p. m.
"hello."
ularly up until the present time. It
posed
are:
Representatives
The
Bulldogs
for mayor, Mayor Milfrom twentyt he
tallied
Win Whitnel, Fulton funeral has
Proceeds will be used to rebecome the slave of crass
And yet, round and round I furnish the club house kitchen. clincher with Bill Burnette going six retail stores attended a meet- ton Counce, who is now complet- director, was taken to the Bap- commercialism
and cheap conhear all about men in black All card clubs are invited to have the final yard. Fulton had re- ing of the Retail Merchants Bu- ing his eighth year in office; and tist Hospital in Memphis Sunday tent quality.
satchels who, as the rumor goes, their next meeting at this time. covered a Mayffeld fumble on reau recently to agree on a sched- Councilmen F.dd Neely and Bobby for an operation.
The quiz show scandals have,
started in my direction but dad- Prizes will be furnished by the the midfield strip. Jerry House ule for holiday store hours. The Matthews, and 0. L. Bushart M.
the intelligent hope, brought to
CALLED 01:1T TWICE
gum -it, they just haven't been Country Club for the winner of took a pitchout and circled the following schedule was accepted: M. Matlock. Henry Bethel and
the surface the true situation and
able to reach me. I'm in the each type of game. In addition, left end for the bonus point,
All stores will be open Friday. Bob McKnight.
Friday the Fulton Fire De- the desire of better program conphone book, although our phone there will be numerous door which proved to be the differ- December 11 and 18 until 8:00 P.
partment was called out to two tent. As far as Charles Van Doren
is listed as Paul Westpheling. prizes. Refreshments will be ence.
M., and Saturday, December 12
grass fires. One at 12:10 p.m. goes. he was weak as most mortal
The Cardinals took advantage and 19 until regular closing time.
Do you reckon that Paul is hold- served.
was a fire in back of the Pete men. Let him suffer by himself.
ing out on me? I know I've been
Tickets are 50 cents per Person of a break to tally their lone December 21 through 23 stores
Green home on Third Street and Public condemnation of the man
away a lot for the past year, and are available from Mrs. James marker. Allen Brown, a guard, will be open until 8:00 P. M. On
the second at 4:35 p.m. was a accomplishes very little if only it
but it seems that if he got the Warren, ticket chairman. Addi- grabbled up a Bulldog fumble on Christmas Eve store hours will
Work continues this week on lot on fire back of the Frankum is a vitriolic respite against an inthe
Cardinal six and raced 94 end at 6:00. Christmas
cash instead of me, he'd equak tional information and reservaDay and converting the City of South Ful- Service Station on West State dividual. The public is tired of
a little less about the grocery tions are available from Mrs. yards to put the Cards in front. the day after, all stores will be ton from KU electrical power to Line.
trite morality preaching, rather
6-0. Larry Morgan's try for the closed, also on New Year's
bill and do a little more about Venenlasen, phone 1540.
TV power.
the public wants a practical unDay.
point after was wide.
ATTEND
his 1955 Ford.
MEETING
Wednesday wires were being
derstanding and solution to the
NAMED ALL-STAR
Mayfield scored again in the
strung and service lines to the
existing problem. In short what is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Wallace
Union
City's
third
period,
not
Three
at
me
perturbs
only
County
rumor
The
to have the
stellar tailback
Men
houses were being installed in of South Fulton were among the to be done to television? Network
all. Its a political hazard. Re- Charlie Forrest formerly of Ful- play nullified by an offside pen- Report To Fort Knox
the Covington Sub-Division. The Obion County Farm Bureau mem- regulation, FCC regulation, Conton,
has
been named on the first alty. Dave Malone shook loose
member during the campaign a
WCMES foreman said that it
an- gressional regulation, individual
couple of fellows around town team of the Jackson Sun's 1959 and galloped 83 yards into the
Three Fulton County xrien re- would be several weeks probably bers who left Sunday for
nual four-day Tennesgpe State regulation, or regulation at all. I
who have been driving big cars All-West Tennessee football team. end zone only to have his touch- ported this week to Fort Knox, before this section of
doubt there being much self-regutown is
down called back.
all their lives got new ones and
Ky., after being inducted into hooked on for TVA power, as the Farm Bureau Federation con- lation as
long as enormous profits
ADDRESSES
vention
in
Nashville.
—
ROTARIANS
The
Cardinals
"paid
got
they
made
started
rumor
one last the Army at Memphis Monday. feeder line
the
had to be brought in.
e to be made.
Paul
Westpheling,
News
Pubmild
threat
in
the
final stanza
They are: Joel Neal Meadows
off." That made me kinda mad
JAYCETTES Meer
The intelligent people of this
'cause I wanted a new car too lisher, addressed the Fulton Ro- when they moved the pigskin to of Fulton, from Board 39 in
TAKEN TO MEMPHIS
nation are bred of the fare of
tary
Club
Tuesday
on "The Le- the Fulton 26. There the Bull- Clinton; James Wallace Robert
and I could have gotten one if
Morgan Davidson was taken to
The Fulton Jaycees were predigested pap
fed them. The
I'd done what-they did . . . . gal Side of the News," covering dog defense again stiffened and of Hickman and George Ervin the Baptist Hospital in Memphis guests of the Jayeettes at a spapeople of ambition and ability
Spinks of Fulton, from Board 111 in a Whitnel ambulance Satur- ghetti supper at the club room on
paid for it with their own hard- various legal aspects of the took over on downs.
want something better. In a world
Burnette and Phil Andrews In Hickman.
earned cash just as they have newspaper publishing field.
day.
Lake Street Tuesday evening at 7. that is
becoming more competitive
been doing all their lives.
daily when we need to begin living by our wits and intelligence,
What most folks don't know
we are stupid enough to accept an
is that politics is mighty poor
evening of placid entertainment
pickings for folks who try to be
in the form of a dry western or
just half-way honest. I know a
festivities
quadrenniel
nor.
The
Frankfort
people
plan
the
also
ing
job,
contains dozens of means more work for the dance mises the largest parade in his- violent detective story. None of
fellow who sat at the rightdignitaries, press representatives committee, which must secure tory.. Entries by counties range this fare has any meat or quality
hand bower of three governors which accompany the swearing whole event and pay for it.
content to it save pure idle and
The festivities of inaugurat- and insugural officials. From the bands, arrange with another from enormously
and when their terms came to in of a new governor of Kenelaborate floats numbing entertainment. True it
unapproached ion day are split into three
an end and political reprisals tucky is an event
ma- this stand the crowd hears ad- committee for the decorations
may be exciting, but to what purhit him he was so broke he had by any other celebration in the jor parts. The first is the long dresses by the inedming and in each ballroom and plan the to perhaps a handful of people
pose.
Television could be a wonstate.
marching
outgoing
governors,
with
signs
the
And
mayor
employee.
telling
are
which
details
the
hundreds
of
which
parade
starts toward the
to be a boat-dock
The inaugural, steeped in trad- western end of Main street, of Frankfort and, this year, the necessary to have a successful name of the county they repre- derful medium for quickly inyet another fellow holding the
forming the nation about events
ball.
same job came out with more ition, has grown and grown until passes through the downtown incoming lieutenant governor.
sent.
important to its survival but the
across Memorial
The third phase of the big afthan he can spend in a normal It is today an event which draws section and
reception,
which
the
At
is held
Traditionally, the new gov- mass majority, by habit and conlife-time. Its all in the way onlookers from every part of Bridge.
fair is the reception and inaug- In the Capitol Building, the new
Kentucky. And probably every
The destination of the pro- ural ball that night. What might state officials line up to shake ernor's home county is given the ditioning, prefers the pap. It
you look at the game.
county in Kentucky will be re- cession is the site of the next be called the home ballrooms hands with their admirers. It honor of marching first in the could help the citizens of this nation become the best informed and
And as for the big jobs are con- presented in the vast parade major event—the swearing in of for the big dance is the Capitol takes hours to satisfy all of the parade. From there down the
educated, but it only makes a half
cerned I've been credited with which precedes the inauguration the governor-elect and lieuten- Building. But in recent years it people who are seeking a hand- counties take their places in alhearted effort in its "Intellectual
ant governor-elect. Traditionally has grown to a point where shake.
getting more of them than a 100 December 8.
phabetical
order. This
year Grottos" at low viewing hours. It
The inaugural is not an affair this is done on a huge stand other dance floors are needed.
people could fill in a life-time.
colorful
most
The
and most
That's a good-sized joke too. of state. It is strictly Frank- erected on the steps leading to This year the Inaugural Ball will complicated event of the day is Franklin County acting as • has developed an age of people
Capital
show.
is
the
It
fort's
Capitol
than
the
now
I
grounds.
jobs
four
The stand, consist of
dances going on the parade. This year Inaugural gracious host, will take last place who prefer to let others do their
I've got more
Continued on Page Twelve
City's greeting to a new gover- which is • major engineer- simultaneously. This, of course, Chairman James H. Nutter pro- in the procession.
Continued en pare twelve
am,

Jo's

Note Bookl

Fulton Police
Raid Elks Club;
Arrest Six Men

McAlister Signed
By The Cardinals

Results Of ASC County Election
Held Recently Are Announced

Brownies Visit
Rest Home Here

PLAIN TALK

Proofs of Pictures
Here Next Tuesday

Bulldogs vSuprise Maylield
By 7-6 In Last Football Game

Benefit Party
To Be Held At
Country Club

Dec. 1 Will Be
Election Day
In South Fulton

Holiday Store
Hours Told

Wiring Continues
In Covington Area

Frankfort Readies For Its Most Colorful Inauguration Day
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Actions of Fulton High Foster
Excellent Relations with Public
Freon The VHS "Kennel"—
Have you ever sat down and
thought about the things that the
echool does in the interest of good
will? You would probably be surmised. It is hard to realize that
there are so many things.
Each year the school sponors a

The Sensational New Invention

Tram

Satherland's

No Belts -- No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Triage

CITY DRUG CO.
fruitaal

408 Lake it.

benefit basketball game, with all
the proceeds going to the polio
drive.
At the end of ever,' six weeks
and at mid-term, report cards,
showing the progress of each student, are sent to the parents. By
doing this, the parents can find
out what subjects the child is having trouble with, and can try to
help him.
If the student is not behaving
as he should, or is having trouble
with his studies, the superintendent and principal will take time
to discuss it with the parents and
the student. This talk usually
helps him to realize that he must
start behaving or working harder,
and it will cause the parents to
realize they must be more strict.
The student may not like it at the
time, but will probably appreciatit it later.
The P. T. A. meetings and din-

day
tor
too

hap]

kite,

4-H Pledges Head,Heart,Hands, Health to Betterment
From The VHS "Kennel"—
The Fulton High School 4-H
Clugi met November 4, 1959, in
the farm room.
ehe meeting was called to order
by Mr. John Watts. A short business meeting was held to elect
the following officers: vice president — Edward Butler, president
— Bill Burnette, secretary-treasurer — Sharrye Johnson, reporter
— Ladd Stokes.
The purpose of the club is to
provide an opportunity for boys
and girls of this community to
have an active part in the educational. economic and social development of the community; to
teach the members — and demonstrate through them to the community — better methods in agriculture and home economic; to
develop leadership for the rural
community through demonstrat-

Keep plenty
of bulbs
on hand

The
Bewildered Student

STOCK UP

NOW!

By Danny Carver
Here in the classroom, I do sit.
Boy! This lesson is giving me a
fit.
G;
ABCDEF
This class is not he class for me.
Why is the teacher giving me the
eye?
I was merely looking at the sky.
All the others know what to do;
I'll be glad when this class is
through!
Waiting for the bell, I do sit.
Boy! This class is giving me a fit.

AND SAVE
BUY 5 GET 6

SAVE 33c

REDDY'S
Home Bulb

THRIFTI-PAK
$1.66 value for
$1.33
SAVE 33c

USE THIS THRIFTI-COUPONI

SAVE
33c

FREE BULB
COUPON

6 bulbs ... value $1.66 for $1.33 (fax incl.)
This coupon when signed entitles the holder to
receive a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with
the purchase of a minimum of two 75-watt bulbs,
two 100-watt bulbs and one 150-watt bulb from
any cooperating lamp bulb dealer, in territories
served by Kentucky Utilities Company and Old
Dominion Power Company between October 1
and November 30, 1959.
Customer's Name

Dealer's Name

NOTZ TO DIALERS in territories served by KU-OD:
This coupon when properly
filled in win be redeemed
for 33e at your nearest KU.
OD office at the end of the
acttvity.
This offer is open October
1 to November 30 to all realdenUal customers receiving
their electric bill, from Kentucky Utilities Company and
Old Dominion Power Company. Prices shown here are

based on manufacturers' current price schedules which
are subject to change. In the
event of any ethane,, the
prices listed in this plan will
be adjusted accordingly. The
Company has no knowledge
of any anticipated change.

SEE YOUR
DEALER.

.Eledrkallyl Light-condition
Live lietter
your horn, with the proper bulbs in the

right place.

ions; club meetings, exhibits, club and community. and my
tours. judging contests, and other country.
activities; to aid in bringing to
fullfillment a more prosperous,
progressive, and more satisfied
farm citizenship.
The 4-H club has seven articles
In its Constitution. There are:
Purposes, Membership, Officers.
Meetings, Charter, Rules of Order,
and Election of and Duties of
Club Officers.
To become a member, all boys
and girls must be between the
ages of ten and twenty, live in this
community, and agree to carry out
a project.
At the close of the meeting all
stand and repeat the 4-H Club
pledge: I pledge my Head to
os tow 0. *1439me
clearer thinking, Heart to greater
loyalty. Hands to larger services.
Falls trees up to 3 feet In diand Health to better living for my
ameter. Cuts 18 trees in 18
seconds. Only 18t pounds.
Famous Homellte quality.

IM 11T

V

ners help the teachers and parents have better relations. They
get to know each other by working
together. They try to solve many
of the problems concerning the
school, and try to make many improvements.
Since the public to very much
interested in the activities at
schooL Mr. Holland and Mr. Martin release news about ballgames,
club meetings, programs, and
honors to the two local newspapers.
The school always tries to show
good will toward other schools.
The football and basketball teams
try their best to play a clean, fair
game, and to be friends with the
other players at all times. The
students are asked to be nice at
the games and to be courteous to
students from other schools,
whether they are winning or
losing.
At the end of the school year a
special Honors Day program is
held. All the public is invited.
Each person who has received an
honor during the year is recognized for his work.
These are just a few of the
things Fulton High School does in
the interest of good will.
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Game for Fallon Ili
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Hornbeak Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
FULTON, KY.
35 Years Cantina's Service
WE SERVE TO SERVE AGAIN
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As Southern as Grits

Under the new Social Security Act there is a
Death Benefit Fund for every one covered by Social Security. Usually the payment is three times
your monthly check, or what you would be entitled
to draw if you were 65, not to exceed $255.00. Make
sure your family knows just where your Social Security Card is so that in an emergency it can be
presented to the proper parties.
Because we try to keep abreast of these and other
regulations as a part of the services we have to offer, feel free to call us on such matters anytime.
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Nevs •Pill DEMONSTRATION
'f05 Factory

It is easy to say that we will
have a better team next year and
IV Z. 4th
that certain players will not be
has
and
missed. but there is not —
not been — any truth to the second part of such a statement.
Even though we always look forward to a better season each year,
this has been a glorious one, so
much better than lots of people
expected. Much of the credit can
be given to our seniors.
They will be sorely missed, and
It is the hope of the returning undergraduates that they will fill
their places in such a way as to
do credit to the outgoing seniors
and the blue and white.
While we hate to see, and to
say, that the Mayfield gams was
their last regular high school
game — and, for many, the last
game ever — it is the hope that
for each of them it will be a
pleasant memory. They have been
an asset to the Bulldogs and we
hope that they will not forget to
visit us next year.
To Merrell Davis, Tommy Allen, Jerry House, Philip Andrews,
Duncan Bushart, Tommy Fields,
Roy Morrow, and Gary Williamson. "Best of Luck."

DID YOU KNOW?

PHONE 7

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

On Every Farm

BEgt
TRECK.
FAL

day;

No institution is more deeply rooted in the
South than our Company. Since our founding
73 years ago, we have concentrated on serving
the South, and only the South, with dependable
petroleum and allied products.
Our officers, directors and all members of
our organization are Southerners. Two-thirds
of the Company's dividends are paid to more
than 14,000 of its stockholders lying in the

be Southern states we serve. Our profits are
reinvested where we make them—in the South.
We like to believe that the continued sales
leadership of our products is due to two things:
1) their dependable quality; and 2) the fact
that we are Southerners who think Southern.
of Southern and inherently observe the customs sod °mute:6es which Southerners appreciate. We're proud to be As Southern as grits."

E. J. FicCOLLIM, Agent
PHONE 41
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Conley, Cliff and Dade, Mr. and
Mrs. /POrton !laird, /dr. and Mee.
Hots" McClelan, '42;
Jack inals only gained 32 yards
more
Hendon Wright. Mre Ruby McA.19ort. '4$; and "5114"
News reports your - - - than they loin for he whole
Dade Hogg, Mrs. Bertie Howard.
and the IMO cotelitting n/ght attains
to the ferocity of
"Butch" Nelms, '43, and Layne the
Mrs. Cols news. yrs. fete Meilen
Bulldog defense."
by Janice Deals
of Jacluionville. Florida, Mrs.
were putetaiicligg
week's struggle is time Little Unica,
Grace Synum, Franklin, Indiana,
Wow! This week was sure cards with all the remarkable foetuses, together vgilh the tap.
Mile we are petting our
mendous defensive work of Jack
the host and hostess, Maxwell and mho
week. Six weeks exams marks on therm
Ruby McDade and son, Max.
Tosh, '42; Dan McLane* '43; teams on the bask, it might be
week. I and many other students
told that the Fulton Junior High
and Earl Willey, '42.
Mrs, Patricia Steele, commerare still trying to figure out
football team has completed its
"We
A hagapy,'"Welcome Home" to where some of those
defeate
d
Mayfield
in season undefeated. This Mould
questiops ical tesiCher, finally got back to 1938
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
when
Lydia end Gene DeMyer who re- came from. The result
Joe Beadles, 117, in- mean that in a
of this her classes Friday. Then beginfew years our
turned to Fulton recently after
ning Monday Mrs. Catherine tercepted a Mayfield lateral and team will be as Strong
for your pleasure and your scrap
as ever.
book)
ran
96
yards
having been away for too long —
for
a
touchd
Bennet
own
t,
English
in
instruc
tor, stayed
From The F1R8 *Semler—
in fact — if memory serves us,
home because of illness; with the last minute of play to make
.
Has anyone seen Duncan BusThe third Sunday in November is always a special they moved to Texas about twelve
the happy result that Mrs. Eliz- the score 8-0.
hart lately? He has been sportIn
speaki
ng
years
of
ago.
Gene
last
abeth White substituted again.
had a citrus fruit
Friday's ing the !meet' pair of
day to some nice folks in Fulton. It's the day when the
shoes;
grove
Texas which surely must
She had her senior English game, Mr. Holland said, "Per- they are the latest shade
of
Maxwell McDades open the door of their spacious home have in
haps
the
Bulldogs have never olive green.
been an interesting busiclasses writing descriptive parato members of the "McDade Clan" for a whole day of ness — but we feel pretty certain
graph with some extremely good played better defensive or a more
F. ff. S. is starting the 1969-00 results.
dogged game. When the going
that the DeMyers were always
Ifanyone asks y;ou to name
"togetherness", sharing with the many relatives the lookin
got rough, our boys row to the
g forward to the time when basketball season with only thee
the coal production of any year:
The
Kennel
finally
made
it
happiness of their home and the delights of their they could come back home — lettermen from last year. They are again, on
occasion. The fact that the Card- hire
it is ..... 14112—none.
Tuesday. Only a day
and isn't that always the way with Roy Morrow, Merrell Davis, lead late; but the finishe
kitchen.
d product
Bill
Burnett
*.
n folks" who wonder off —
was worth waiting for. (Not that
This special day in November celebrates the birth- "Fulto
Some other players are expected
110111111M11111111101111111111101111111111P0111111110111/11.011
here and there — but the time
I'm prejudiced or anything.) The
.111
days of the three McDade brothers, Will, Mace
to
be Kenneth Bradley, Joe Bencomes when they're here to stay.
students
who
and So
compil
this
e
— ell of us in the dear home nett. Ronnie Winston, Jerry Late- paper's staff, with few except
"Gip", since it is the birth month of all three "boys
." town are openin
well, Ladd Stokes, and Hal Weirions. have had no formal jourIf one stopped by the McDade home on this day it give Lydia and g our doors to ran. k is anticipated
that sailnY nalism training. But with
Gene a sincere
the
would be evident that this is the "highlight" of the
welcome home' They're living in others will come out when prom- assistance of Mrs. Bennett,
the
year the
tice
starts.
Jones apartments on State
for everyone who is fortunate enough to atten
advisor, and the people at the
Season tickets will be sold the
d. Yes, Line.
County News office, the Kennel
everyone from great granddad to great grandchild
week before Thanksgiving. Stuproves to be • commendable one.
is
dent tickets will be $1.76; (adults
there! Ruby cDade, the hostess spends days on
Extractions of a few articles
prep- Ruth Caldwell and her room- $4.00. These tickets will
be
good
mate, Joyce Stanley from
aration for the dinner — and when we say dinne
Mem- tor all home games except the are elsewhere in this paper.
r we phis State
were guests of Ruth's polio benefit
really mean everything from turkey to scalloped oyste dad,
game with Cuba,
rs
Harvey. Saturday night. They January
Oh, let me see your pictures
8, 1960.
to fresh coconut cake — a meal as festive as the day
were sorry to have missed Eliza....this has been said frequently
on beth
which it was served.
Caldwell — but she was at
The schedule is as follows:
since the freshmen, sophomore,
It is our earnest wish that every
market in New York to buy all
and junior classes got their picperson who reads these wor&
sorts of "delovelies" for Irby's Dec. 1—Wingo
And a festive day it always is pened since
There tures
Tuesday.
About
now,
he families wese
because of the complete joy it all togethe
Here everyone has discovered that
Fashion Shop. Ruth was all aglow Dec. 5—Tilghman
shall have as good reasons for
r. Highlighting the
Dec. 8—Fulton County
brings to Will McDade who lives day's
Here they must order several dozen
giving thanks as we have. We are
event was the opening of with visions of the Army-Navy Dec. 11—South
Fulton .... There more copies because just about
for the time to bring all of his the birthda
game in Philadelphia dancing in
deeply grateful for the way in
y presents for Will,
Dr..c.
15—Ben
ton
There everyone has asked h i m for
kith and kin together — and they Mace
which this community has reand Gip. The time when her head. Ruth will be the guest Dec. 17—Carlisle
County .. Here mac.
were all there — with the excep- everyo
of Midshipman Don Wright of
warde
d our efforts to give them
ne gathers round to exclaim
Jan. 5—North Marshall
There
tion of James and Irene McDade over
Season basketball tickets have
the very best available in a
"this and that" gift re- USNA at Annapolis for t h e Jan. 8—Cuba
and their two girls. Susan and ceived.
Here been on sale since last Tuesday
Thanksgiving weekend.
needed service. Our sincere
Jan. 15—Hickman County There and tomorrow is
Jean (who now live in Dallas,
the last day
thanks, therefore, to all our
Those
who
19—Mu
attende
Jan.
rray
d
were
Mr.
Texas), Dr. Danny McDade Baird,
Here they will be able to be purThree former Fultonians, Mr.
patrons as well as to the
Jan. 22—Carlisle County .. There chased.
his wife Joanne and their two and Mrs. Will McDade, Mr. and and Mrs.
John Wilkey and dau- Jan. 26—South Fulton
source
of all our blessings.
Here
boys. Steve and Mac of Norfolk, Mrs. Mace McDade, MI. and Mrs. ghter, Sue,
The
cheerleaders have been
were welcome visitors Jan. 29—Cuba
There doing the main bulk of
Va. and Don Wright, U. S. Naval Gip McDade, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- in Fulton
the
this
sellpast
weeken
d.
liam McDade, Betty McDade,
The Feb. 2—Sedalia
Academy. Annapolis.
Here ing around town. They
split up
Jack and Millie McDade Shackle- Wilkeys stayed at the Park Ter- Feb. 4—South Marshall .. There
into six
The day was spent infosrnally ford and
groups, with
race
and
Sue
each
was the guest of Lin- Feb. 9—Hickman County
little daughter. Mimic of
Here cheerleader and two couple
with everyone getting "caught Mayfie
s
ld, Herbie and Ann Mc- da Whitriel and Kelly Reams.
Feb. 12—Fulton County .. There making
a group. The tickets for
up" on everything that had hap- Dade
Hunt and children. Ann
Here adults are four dollars and
The Wi!keys are just home Feb. 18—Wingo
for
Here students, a dollar, seventy-five.
from an interesting stay in Bang- Feb. 19—Mayfield
kok, Thailand. Mr. Wilkey, a Feb. 23—Ballard Memorial There
Most Complete
former Nash dealer in Fulton, is All home games start at 7:00 (B
To create interest and for ina farm loan consultant with the team).
formation, a large poster conU. S. Government Point-4 procerning
basketball has
been
gram. Afer a -.7isit in the States Batts. Those on the program were placed in Evans Drug Store.
they will report to Iran.
Mrs. Ira Sadler, Mrs. Lloyd Henderson, Miss Narie Moore, Mrs.
Mr. Lawrence Holland, superIn This Area!
The Garden Department of the Lewis Patrick, Mrs. Paul Brad- intendent, seemed rather pleased
with the result of last Friday's
Woman's Club enjoyed a spindid ley, and Mrs. Dolin Myatt.
program Friday afternoon when
After the program, the meeting game at Mayfield. He passed on
some interesting information to
Mrs. M. D. Bou!ware of Owens- was called to order
by Mrs. Ira
me.
boro showed slides made on her Henderson, the preside
nt, who
recent tour of the countries of presided over the
"The Fulton Bulldogs beat the
business sesEurope.
sion. Prayer was led by Mrs. Mayfield Cardinals last week,
November, Friday 13, with a
Floyd Robertson.
Ladies Day was held as usual at
score of 7-6. Thirteen years ago
During
the
social
hour. refresh- the Bulldo
the Fulton Country Club Tuesday.
gs defeated Mayfield,
ments of drinks and cookies were
Following the pot-luck luncheon
there, 14-0. The outstanding
served to the 11 members present.
games of bridge and golf were
feature of the game was the Are your clothes and household
"cleanables" ready for
enjoyed.
Bulldogs passing attack and deMrs. Thomas Howell, Mrs. Lefense. Quaterback
Thank
sgivi
ng?
Billy
If not call 130 today and let oar courteJoe
Roy Demme. Mrs. blab311 Shel- Forrest
, 47 graduate, completed
The Kentucky State Association
ton and Mn.D. J. Murchison were 14
cast of 16 forward passes to ous routeman piek them
of Registered Nurses, District No.
npl
hostesses at • a pink and blue the
same end, Billy Mac/kale, '48
had a dinner meeting at the shower
for Mrs. Angelo Murckd- grad. It was
Park Terrace Restaurant Thursthe most sensational
son at the Crutchfield Methodist passing feat
the team ewer partday, Nev. M. Them wens 13 memChurch, Friday, November 8.
icipated in.
bers present and 27 guests includ"In 1941 rulton downed
The room was decorated in yeling Dr. Ward Emhart, Dr. James
MayLoden. Dr. Russell Rudd, Dr. E. F. low and green arrangements of field, here 18-6. The running of
— Phones 198,
Crocker. Dr. D. L. Jones, and R. I... chysanthemums were used on the
tables. A cloths; line, with gifts
Cooper.
A delightful' turkey dinner was attached, hung over the yellow
sheathed tables. An embossed
served.
linen cloth covered the refreshMIS. Clarice Thorpe was in Chi- ment table. Candles and storks
Choose tom on then 250Pieeto
cago attending market last week. completed the decorations.
of Ethan Alien Early Ameriem
After the games, punch, cookies,
Furniture by Batetirtuer, to meteor
FURNITURE all
Mrs.
and
nuts were served to the
Elizabe
th
Caldwe
ll
was
in
your storags sod dexesillive
s
New York attending market last guests. Then Mrs. Murchison
wee.Open stock for bedroom,livFOR FAMILY
'
week.
opened
the
gifts.
ing rocen, dining roma and fatally
LIVING room amis. Waitiag far yea noel
The people present, besides the
eanesiss
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harrison hostesses and the honoree, and
visited in St. Louis over the week- those sending gifts were ?Ales
Alend.
lis Murchison, Jerry Grimmett,
Kenny Tyler, Joe Lynn Nix, BobThe Nell Hardy W. M. U. of by Hoskins, Bobby Rollins. Darvy
Crutchfield Baptist Church met and Gary Latta, Miss Marcia Ann
Thursday night. Nov. 12, for its Howell, Miss Stella Gaddie.
Misses
regular meeting. The program, Janie and Vickie Murchi
son, Miss
"Korea", was presented by Mrs. Brenda Veatch.
Union City, Tennessee
Ola Mai Stanley and Mrs. June
Mesdarnes Mozelle Brown, Wilbur Simon, Bryant Cooper, Granville Terry, Robert Ring Buford
Dodson, Gladys Bone, Bill Eblen.
Here are just a few of our many weekend specials!
Bob Brown, Ruthie Moore, Ira
Saddler. John McClanahan, Al Alyard, Leon Hopkins, Paul Moore,
Ray Maurer, Bee Kirnbel, Paul
McMinn, Cora Baldwin.
Mesdames Johnny Lawson, LeFOR BOYS'
Quality viscose gabardine is machine
FOR GIRLS'
roy Beard, Marvin L. Davis, Franwashable. Sizes small, medium. large
ces
Jones,
Dewey
Johnso
n, Cletus
Car Coats
• Coats, Car Coats
Binford, Aerial Hurd, Coy Evans
Suits
Walter Featherstone, Gerald Bin• Suits
ford. Arnie Brown, Jennings
Sweaters
• Sweaters
Kearby, Burnett Byassee, Mildred
Slacks
• Skirts
Washburn, Charles Sadie, Cecil
Shirts
Wilkins, James Veatch, Paurine
• Blouses
Pittman, W. W. Shelton, Treela
Sox
36-inches wide, regularly 49c yard
• Can Cans
Hopkins, L. A. Duke. J. D. BarPajamas
• Pajamas
value! A good selection of colors _
clay, Hilda Byrd, Altie Byrd, Roy
Robes
M. Taylor, Rayford Duke, Jack
For Infants' to 14 Years
Graham. Neely Hoodenpyle, Loise
Kearby, Aillen Howard, Jessie
McAlister, Nina Murchison, J. W.
Children's Department On Balcony
Grimrnett, Velma Harper, Thelma
Read, Lovelace Veatch, Thomas
Cute styles with high-rise waist, belt loops,
Exurn.
Mesdames Leroy Latta, William
zipper. Washable easduroy in plaids or solid
colors;
Pittman. Roy Howell, Woodford
Sizes 7 to 14
Ringo, Ir., George Grimmett.
Jesse Grimrnett. Cloys Veatch, J.
A. Taylor, Jr., C. D. Hastings, Guy
Latta, R. A. Brown, John Howell,
Jr.. Joe F. McMinn, Hub Beard,
John Farabough, William Smith,
and the -13e-lt.-Foureelf" gift center - - Louis ;ones. Eugene Bard, Ronplus the LARGEST selection of toys
Mayfield. IrY
ald Elliott, Don Cherry. Willena
Veatch, Patricia Veatch, Glen Lee,
ever!
and Lorene Howell.
emllgentallerk
1959

Tilton High School News
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Diary of Doin's

Basketball Schedule
Announced for 59-60

Thanksgiving Greetings
from
OK-PARISIAN

"Early American Shop"

OK-ParisianlaundryIt Cleaners

SHAINBERGM

THIS unill ErKEND IS

Ladies! When In Mayfield Visit %scents'
Outstanding Children's Department

Community Bargain Days

Men's Regular $2.99 Sport Shirts

185

••••••••

KY.

Plaid Gingham Fabric Special!

22c

YD.

Girls Reg. $1.99 Slim Jims

$150

Vincent's

North Side Square

Be sure to visit Shalmberg's Second floor bargain center

•

- A Newspaper's Editorial Comment Extends
Beyond Realm of Geographical Boundaries
'If you spend your time writing
you're
about only domestic politics,
elephthe
of
leg
one
just describing
has
who
p
Also
ph
ant." So says Jose
rtrepo
for
on
tati
repu
an outstanding
as
ts
even
d
worl
ng
ing and evaluati
rs.
affai
well as national
But if a hand full of Fulton County folks had their cloistered way such
columnists as Joseph ALsop, David
Lawrence, Inez Robb, Dorothy Kilgallen and hundreds of other syndicated columnists would write only
about the news in their block because, according to our most recent
critics, national and world affairs
would be "none of their business."
Make no mistake about it, we're
not putting ourselves in the league of
the aforementioned famous writers,
but we bring out the point to cast
ridicule on the wags who said that
our comments on the Fulton County
School Board controversy were "none
of our business."
Actually we should not dignify
their stupidity by even mentioning
the insignificant castigation, written
and oral, heaped upon us following
our editorial regarding the charges
and counter-charges thrown at each
other by patrons and officials of the
Fulton County School Board. But
beg-Trikwspaper people with a little
rnbie vilion than it takes to see
around the block we commented on
the controversy not only because it is
very inuch our business, but because

it is your business too.
Its our business from a point of
taxation, because as county and State
taxpapers a portion of our State tax
dollar goes into the general school
fund, which finds its way back to Fulattendton County in average daily
ance payments. Its our business from
ty in
a standpoint of civic responsibili
stao
radi
operating a newspaper and
disol
scho
tion that circulates in the
trict in mention.
Its our business from a purely
nty
moral issue because Fulton Cou
to
us
n
upo
ed
call
school patrons have
and
—
t
ligh
to
e
bring the entire issu
both sides of the issue too.
And if for no other reason, all of
in seeing
of us are always interested
re have
ywhe
ever
dren
chil
that school
ible at
poss
ns
itio
cond
ol
the best scho
extheir disposal. School children
ng
ragi
posed to the controversy now
em
syst
in the Fulton County school
they
deserve more consideration and
should get it.
The same people who are prolongin
ing the unnecessary controversy
be
d
woul
em
the Fulton County syst
of
horrified at the home environment
tant
cons
the
re
endu
a child who must
bickering of his parents and relatives.
Yet, they apparently condone such
bickering in the school system.
We're not Joseph Alsop, but we're
surely going to expand our editorial
comments to more than one leg of
the elephant.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEX

Where's The Rejoicing?

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by MeFeetten

you don't mind, Mr. Pottleby, I'd prefer to be the
only age this office to um dm toads system!"

around town with

Ouida Jewell
When we read about murders,
drug addiction and other such
crimes, we all have a tendency
to shudder. But, what do we do
about such things, when they
happen in our own hometown?
Did you ever stop to think
about the number of murders
there has been in Fulton over
the past fifteen or twenty years,
which have never been solved?
I won't try to list them here—
but I'm sure you can recall several yourself, that is, if you're
not a newcomer her..
You would be surprised at the
things that are confided to certain reporters. These confidences
are for different purposes. Sometimes the information is true—
other times its not. At times you
just wonder, and even though
years may pass, you still wond-

live in peace.
Incidentally, if anything ever
nhappens to me, sell my perso
al belongings and hire Perry
to
Mason or Sherlock Holmes
*
review all the unsolved crime
local
listed in the pages of the
newspapers.

we had better
Com- "Before leaving
the Kentucky Chamber of
purpose of this getreal
the
tell
merce in Fulton Friday, Nov. 20, together of Raymond's friends,
and Will show a film on Com- because it is indeed a pleasure
K.
munity Development at the
Raymond Champwill to inform you,
U. office at 9 a. in. There
now declared
are
you
ion, that
also be short talks by members commissioned • Kentucky ColKentucky."
of the group.
onel of the State of
Bulldogs,
Everyone is invited to attend
The Fulton High
the Rock and Roll dance, spon- who defeated the Mayfield footsored by the Jaycettes, on Sat- ball team Friday night, were
urday night, Nov. 28, at the honored at a steak dinner at the
urant WedYMBC hall on Lake Street
Park Terrace Resta
for the ocpriheld
Hosts
being
.
is
night
dance
The
nesday
nd and
alHona
gers,
teena
W.
marily for the
casion were
invited. W. P. Burnett..
is
everyone
though
Price of admission will be 80
al Wocents per person. The dance will
Business and Profession
are rebe from 8 to 11 p. m.
man's Club members
There will be no drinking al- minded of the club's Christmas
lowed at the dance, and young party on Dec. 1 at the Rose Room
be a
people are asked to COMO pro- of Smith's Cafe. This will
mem,
each
jeans
slim
and
in
not
ng
ed,
meeti
dress
perly
dinner
a dollar
shorts or blue jeans.
ber is asked to bring
There will be prizes for the
best dancers, and a concession
stand selling hotdogs and soft
The Fulton Homemakers will
drinks.
meet Thursday, November 24,
home of
at 10:30 a. m. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bizzle of- Mrs. Jack Allen. Members are
Tulton are in Guatemala City, urged to be present.
Guatemala. visiting his daughter and her family. The Bizzles
The Loyalty Training Union
made the trip by plane.
of the First Baptist Church will
have a Pot-Luck dinner Thurs
On Thursday evening, Nov. day. November 19, at 6:30 p.m.
12. Marion Champion honored In Fellowship Hall at the church.
and surprised his brother, Raymond, with a barbecued chicken
On Sunday, Oct. 18. with the
dinner at the Cayce Methodist help of Mr. Ernest Lecke!. Mayor
e
wer
y
Church. In attendance
of Hopkinsville. the Communit
thirty-odd of Mr. Champion's Committee officially installed the
Cayce, Fulton,
from
friends
cornerstone of the new chapel at
Hickman and Crutchfield and Western State Hospital, to which
ihis mother.
people in Fulton County contr
The occasion ,,was planned in buted over a hundred dollars. The
complete detairby Marion. even drive here was sponsored by the
to the guest ,list and speakers. B&PW club of Fulton. An enMarion served as master of thusiastic crowd including paticeremonies and in his pleasing ents of the hospital and interested
manner was able to keep Ray- persons from the committees of
mond in great suspense by call- Western Kentucky attended the
ing on an old school friend. afternoon ceremony.
John Elmer Cruce, to reminisce
of their younger days.
some
SKY BRIDGE
Everyone got a good chuckle
over the stories related.
Sky Bridge, in Cumberland
Next, Marion called on W. P.
nal Forest and reaches over
(Dub) Burnett* and he told of Natio
77, is one of the spectacular
Ky.
dairy
a
as
ss
succe
s
ond'
Raym
st attractions of Kentucky's
man and farmer. Everyone had touri
ain region. It is lees than
mount
ious
delic
the
ed
thoroughly enjoy
from Natural Bridge
miles
sax
time
about
food and it seemed
another scenic spot.
Park,
State
said,
to go home, when Marion

Did you see the picture on the
"
back of Sunday's "This Week
magazine, the magazine that
t?
comes with the Sun-Democra
Well, there's an interesting story
about it.
The picture is of Mr. R. D.
Eblen of Henderson, Ky., formthe
erly of Lexington. who is
Bill
Mrs.
of
law
in
r
fathe
Eblen of Lexington, the former
Marion Kearby, daughter of Mr.
Mrs, Bryan Kearby of
and
Crutchfield.
The picture was painted by
son-in-law, Joe
Mr. Eblen's
Petro, Marion's brother-in-law.
Mr. Pentro, a talented artist, is
also from Lexington.
He first takes a picture of his
subject. Then from the picture
he draws, then paints. He gets
$1,000.00 each for his paintings.
He is so good that he watches
doctors perform opreations and
then makes drawings of the incision.
Isn't that interesting?

seek; he does not knock. He exists.
NOW we enter Advent—the four
I think, too, that there are those
weeks before Christmas—and go
of generosity. Addicted to attention,
again on the road Bethlehem. There
they want all and give nothing. And
are any number of people to whom
they are miserable.
this means nothing; to whom Jesus
of
life
But it is not beyond the goodness
m
Christ means nothing; to who
of
one
elf
Hims
e
er.
the All-Good to mak
means nothing. Some we read about
be
to
us,
with
In some of the cases well
talk
and
walk
as
to
see
we
us,
in the newspapers. Some
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Christmas Light Setc
Ornaments
YOUR V STORE

9 FOOT
EXTENSION CORD

23
49e Value

ALUMINUM FOIL
25 Ft. Roll — Limit 2
c\

COOKIE SHEET

Heavy Gauge Aluminum,Seamless, Rust

Proof

73

Extra Wide
Reg. $3.98

Hood

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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Seniors Choose nepresentative
Members for Class Who's Who
I was standing there. hidden in
the earner, when the Senior Clam{
id 11111ton High elected their Who's
Who. Everyone was so excited
that I crouched far back in my
corner and made myself real tiny
so as not to be seen by those giant

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUT!

seniors. Gee, I thought. I wonder
how it would feel to be a real
person and a senior, too. Well.
anyway, back to the Fulton High
election.
Philip Andrews and Suzanne
Johnson were elected Best All
Around. and Judy Burton and
Wallace Shankle were chosen Best
Personalities. The Best School
Citizens were Wayne Anderson,
Editor of THE KENNEL, and Judy
Wolberton, F. H. A. President.
Jean Burnette and Roland Carter,
Co-editors of the annual, were
chosen Most Likely to Succeed.
The good old stand-bys, Maridel
Wells and John Cunningham, were
selected Most Dependable.
Chosen as Wittiest were Linda
Boddie and Roy Morrow —
wouldn't you just know it?
Oh-oh! The "honor" of the
Flirtiest was given to Jerry
House, one of Fulton's star athletes, and Martha Herring, Secretary and Treasurer of the class.

19c and
29c Roll

EXCHANGE

The big he-man of the class.
Merrell Davis, was elected Most
Athletic. and Patsy Stallins was
chosen Best Sport.
The smile winners, Tommy
Fields and Nancy Bushart were
chosen Friendliest. Nancy is the
Captain of the cheerloading squad
and Tommy is a class officer.
Duncan Bushart was chosen

SAVE MONEY

berland
es over
ctacular
atucky's
es than
Bridge
Lic spot.

ON REPAIRS

SERVICE
REPAIR

Don't waft for little TV
troubles to grow into
big ones. Call us at the
first sign of trouble.
Depend on our expert
service.

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

Telephone
Talk

HAVE MORE TUMMY? Famous last
worth on Thanksgiving Day! And when
you're far away from home what you
wouldn't give to hear them! Well, why
not give the folks at home a Long Distance call—you can almost smell the 'turkey and taste the pumpkin pie! Or if some member of the
family can't come home—give him a call and share an
the fun going on at your house. Costs so little, too, because bargain rates are on all Thanksgiving Day.

5

The lower classrnen recently
Ophelia Speight and Bobby
chose the "Best Personality' and Hancock were elected the "Most
"The Mort Likely to Succeed" in Likely to Succeed" in the Junior
their classes.
Class. When in the eighth grade
they received the American L.eThe "Most Likely to Succeed" gion Awards. They
ere also honor
in the Freshmen Class were Mary students. For "Best Personality"
Idella Bondurant and Stanley Jef- Judy Moore and Mike
Walker
tress. Both received the American were chosen. Judy is a
cheerleader
Legion Award in the eighth grade. and Mike is on the football team.
Mary and Stanley are also honor
students. The ones chosen for the
"Best Personality" were Pam
Homra and Kenneth Allen.

••"
Fulton Mat CONCESSION STAND WORKERS, ready for the last
home game of the season, are (Back Row, L. to R.) Manager, Mr.
William Robertson, Pepsi-Cola Manager. Charles Reams. (Middle
Row, L. to R.) James Johnson, Jim Itinkle, Coca Cola man Bill
Elliot, (Front Row, L. to R.) Ana Mathehy, Brenda ('rocker, and
Bill Leneave.

Concession Stand
Keeps Crew Busy

Kennel Receives
1st Place Award

Loudest—naturally. That quiet librarian, Linda Sandling, was
elected Quietest.
Always neat as a pin are lovely
Carol McNeilly and George Gunter. who were chosen Neatest.
Then there are the Most Talented Seniors — James Reed, who
plays the organ, piano, and trombone so beautifully, and the cute
modern dancer who recently
moved into Fulton, Janice Davis.

modern telephone service.

Ky.

SIXTY MINUTES—a whole hour of fine entertainment
coming up Friday, November 20, on the Bell Telephone
Hour television program. For time and channel, see your
local newspaper.

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Phone
Fulton, Ky.

4115

In the Sophomore Class the
"Most Likely to Succeed" were
Wanda Cash and Warren Nanney.
Both are honor students and take
ety's experts examine and evaluate the newspapers themselves,
plus extensive material supplied
by the staffs, then in the fall return their ratings, comments, and
suggestions for study and appllcaation.
THE KENNEL was judged "as a
news medium to inform its readers," "as a leadership medium to
influence readers," "as a feature
medium to entertain readers," "as
a business enterprise," and "as an
educational laboratory."
The editors and advisors were
very much gratified at receiving
so high a rating, particularly since
Fulton High School has only 195
students and no journalism class,
and THE KENNEL is still quite
young and stricly an extra-curricular activity.

Extra special and going fast! — Our big 25-inch
Vinyl doll with hair — she drinks — she wets —
the "Hottest" Doll on Ate market; Specially priced
at $4.88

BEN

FRANKLIN

200 Lake Street

Fultork

CIL
FIFTH

$455

PINT

$233

HALF PINT
QUART
lattjlid9

HEAVEN HILL
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
Bottled in Bond •

45

itr)TlitD

4 years

old

• 100 proof

Also available: HEAVEN HILL Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 years old, 90 proof.

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIfc, INC., BeRDE.TowN atsoNseruNTy, ItitKart

WINDOW
Just drive right up to the window and let us fill
your order as you sit in the comfort and the privacy
of your automobile!

NOW .... you can stay in your car during rainy weather or cold weather, and make your purchases
quickly and in privacy .... and with no concern about parking! Our new "Drive-In" window — first
of its kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.
Our new "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store. which is located across the street
from the Coca-Cola Plant. •• Ice-Cold Beer ** Cold Wines ** Big selection of all kinds of Liquors

WORLD'S LARGEST SWITCHBOARD! It's in the
Pentagon Building and has more than 44,000 telephone
outlets! It's staffed by 210 operators. Requires as much
telephone service as the average city of 200,000 population! Whether it's important business conducted from that

of
of

the game.
An outsider might think that if
anyone wants a place to get plenty
to eat, keep his feet dry, and have
a bird's eye view of the ballgame,
he should be a worker in the concession stand. That's all true, but
also, there is always more than
enough work to go around for the
holders of those important, responsible lobs.

Fulton High has had a concession stand since 1929. The present
one was designed by Charles
Reams and built by Pepsi-Cola in
the fall of 1947.
The present manager is Mr.
Robertson. who succeeded Mr. From The FH8 "Kennel"—
Lowe.
Usually the workers volunteer
their services, but receive a free
pass and a limited amount of refreshments. They arrive at the
field at 8:30 and begin working.
During the game they are busy
selling food and drinks, and after
THE KENNEL has received an
the game they pick up bottles and International First Place Award
do other necessary work.
for school newspapers of "good-toBill Leneave, a sophomore, is substantial achievements" in the
the only worker in the group this Quill and Scroll's annual critical
year, with previous experience; survey,of member papers.
The Quill and Scroll, the intertherefore, he is an assistant to Mr.
national honorary society for high
Robertson.
The rest of the workers are school journalists to which THE
freshmen. They are as follows: KENNEL and many of its key
Brenda Crocker, Jim Hinkle, Ann staff members belong, offers its
Mat'ieny, James Johnson, Judy critical service to all member
Stan ield. a n d Freida Yates. newspapers at the close of each
"The e workers are doing a won- year of publication. It "provides
derful job and are helping us pay for an annual appraisal of the
school newspaper, not only in
expenses," says Mr. Martin.
terms of its journalistic merit, but
The supplies are gotten from
also of the students' growth and
the M. Livingston
Wholesale development
on the newspaper
Company, and local groceries. staff in
terms of educational
Hotdogs, popcorn. candy. cold
value."
drinks, and coffee are some of
During the summer the Socithe things sold in the concession
111111111111Pb
stand.
The weather effects the sale of
cold drinks and popcorn. If the
weather is warm, approximately
fifteen cases of cold drinks are
sold, but only about five cases
are purchased on cold nights. Hot
or cold, about twenty pounds of
popcorn are consumed. Hotdogs
sell about the same in hot or cold
weather, eighty being the usual
number sold.
The workers are busiest before
the game and during the half.
Business is slowest during the
fourth quarter.
The proceeds go to the athletic
fund to help pay the expenses of

INEVITABLE
QUESTION — what
to give so-and-so for
Christmas! Although
Christmas is over a
month away, still the
Day of Decisions is
arriving. May I make
a suggestion? Here's
a gift anyone would love—an Extension phone! Can't you
see a teenager's delight with a personal telephone? Or
Grandma's? And Dad—he'd be like a bee in clover with
a phone of his own in the den. Extension phones. in color,
are a happy solution to any Christmas gift problem.

building, or our own everyday calls, it takes a lot
planning and a lot of know-how to meet the needs

an active part in a number of
school activities. Wanda is •
cheerleader arid Warren is first
trumpet in the band. Soarlet
Turner and Jirg Burton were
chosen the "Best Perlrfality."

Expertly Prepared—
Washed—Laboratory
Tessed—Free Burning
—Easy to Fire. Perkctly sexed for furoam
stolre, 'cokes.

Telephone 51

Street
Located across the street
from the Coca-Cola plant
In Fulton

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

BEinirrirs DRUG STORE

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

211 Main Street

FEED MILL
Phone 851

Paschall Street

Phone 11

'We Appreciate Your Business"

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

FULTON LAUNDRETTE

Browder Willing Co., Inc.

Phone 9128

115 Can Street

112 E. State Line

Compliments

Phone 900

Compliments Of

C

GILLM4 TRANSFER CO.
Phone 555

116 Plain

& a TIRE CO.

303 Reed Street

PRESENTING -

1959-60 Bas et!
Of South hit n I
TIED

Phone 947

(Picture at Left): — (fro4t row, left to
Vincent, Wanda Outland, fudy Green, a:
Parr. (second row, left to right) Mary Jane
rue Usrey, Diane Gunter, anj Jane Peeples

Compliments Of

Fulton Wholesale Florist

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

Union City Highway — Phones 803-J - 802 - 778

SOIMISIDE DRUG STORE
Phone 40

125 E. State Line

Lake Ext.

Compliments Of

Phone 557

College Street
Compliments Of

COLP WHOLESALE CO.

••

(Picture at Right):
firit row, left to
mary Clark. Nancy Brasheaks, Judy Stinne
Peeples. (back row, left to right) Linda 'I
Cantrell, Judy Maynard, Navy Dame, Carc
The girls' coach is Ronnie Phillips. The m.
Diane Watkins and Vickie Swart.

Baldridge' 5, 10, 25c Store
Fulton. Ky.

Compliments Of

-we

Fulton Roofing & Insulation Co.

THE RED DEVILS

THE FULTON BANK

(Picture at Left : — (front)row, left to rig
Isbell, Donald Parclunan, 4ron Hawks. (5.
left to right) Pat Dowdy, John Hughes, Ji
and Mike Reed.

Lake Street

Phone 2

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO.

(Picture at Right): — (frot row, left to ri
Pope, Morton Brooks, and T mmy Parr.(ba
to right) Billy Hickman, Gretg St. John, Chi
and Richard Moss. The boys'toach is Ual Ki
the managers are Jerry Mchityre and Bobb;

Highway 45 & 51 By-Pass

Phone 1880

138 McDowell

Phone 447

Lake Street

Hendon Wright, Prop.

Charles Reams, Mgr.

Richard Myatt, Mgr.
Compliments Of

Compliments Of

SAWYER'S MARKET
We have plenty of parking space at our new
location in Highlands.
Phone 75
Fred Sawyer,Prop.

IL P. DALTON LIQUOR STORE
408 Lake Street Fad.

195940 Baskotball

Phone 482

Compliments Of

Dewey Johnson Ins. Agency

ROGERS GROCERY
Phone 500

323 Carr Street

ATTEND

Phone 408

422 Lake Street

Compliments Of

WADE FURNITURE CO.
Phone 103

112 Lake Street

THE

429 E. State Line

Phone 808

HOME
Compliments Of

Atkins, Holman & Taylor

BEN FRANKLIN

INSURANCE COMPANY

GAME

VARIETY STORE
Phone 5

208 Main Street

EVERY

Dixie Mobile Milling Company

After the basketball games drop by —

THE HICKORY LOG
Located on E. Fourth Street — Meet the gang for
a late snack.
You Are Always Welcome.

Adams Brothers Body Shop
"The Best In Service"
John and James Adams. Prop.
Phone 9153
Paschall Street - South Fulton
Visit

RING MOTOR COMPANY

Phone 158

200 Lake Street
Compliments Of

LAKE STREET mum STORE
Lake Fact.

AMMO from Coca-Cola Plant
Phone 320
Mack Ryan, Prop.

Season

Kentucky Hardware & Implement
Company
322 Walnut Street

Phone 132

After the Ballgames Wait —

- THE LITTLE BREEZY
on the Union City Highway
Plate Lunches — Sandwiches — Steaks — Fish
Barbecue — Good Homemade Pies
Lorene Frankum, Mgr.

Make your RESERVATIONS now for your
CHRISTMAS PARTIES for either in our upstairs
dining room or the TERRACE ROOM downstairs.

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK

South Fulton, Tenn.
Sonny Puckett and Stanley Jones, Owners

1959-60

Compliments Of

Sales & Service
Pontiac — Rambler — GMC Truck
Phone 1267
W. State Line
Molly King, Prop.

Park Terrace Restaurant

During the

"The oldest Bank in Fulton County, giving
continuous community service to the Twin-Cities
area since 1897"
L C.
D.
F.
MEMBER:
MEMBER: Federal Rawl% System

GOOD LUCK, TEAM! From . .

FRY'S SHOE STORE
Red Goose — Grace Walker
John C. Roberts Shoes
Lake Street

Fulton

Nov. 13, Friday, Woodland
Nov. 17, Tuesday,
Nov.19,Thursday,Dixie
Nov. 3,Friday, Dresden
Nov. 24, Tuesday, Horabeak
Nov.25,Wednesday,Rives
Dec. 1,Tuesday,Nadia
Dec. 4, Friday, Obion
Dec. 8, Tuesday,
Dec. 11,Friday, Fulton
Dec. 15,Tuesday, Woodland
Dec. 18, Friday, Paris
Dec.19,Saturday,Trezevant
Dec. 22,Tuesday,
Dec. 29, Tuesday, Troy
Jan. 2, Saturday, Union City
Jan.5, Tuesday,Rives
Jan. 8, Friday, Martin
Jan.9,Saturday,Dixie
Jan. 12, Tuesday, Dresden
Jan. 15,Friday,Paris
Jan.19,Tuesday,Palmersville
Jan. 22, Friday, Union City
Jan. 26, Tuesday, Fulton
Jan. 29, Friday, Hornbeak
Feb.2,Tuesday,Obion

-THE

S WWI Teams
ft'n High School

Key Street

GULF DISTRIBUTOR

Page Street

205 E. State Line

Phone 923
Compliments Of

DUE'S AUTO PUTS CO.
Phone 910

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HONE
302 Carr Street

Compliments Of

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake Street
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t) Mary Jane Cruce, BonJane Peeples.

H. D. STANFIELD

Phones 322 & 313

The Rexall Store

Left): — (fro
Outland,
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e Gunter,

Compliments Of

JOE C. POWELL MU CO.

Phones 95 - 795

Compliments Of

mum FUNERAL

NONE

Eddings Street

Phone 88

Compliments Of

Highlands Texaco Service Station
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Maynard, Najcy Dame, Carolyn Brow
n.
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and Vickie Stewart.

Phone 106

On By-Pus

Charles King. Prop.

Compliments Of

MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Collinwood - South Fulton

GARDNER'S STUDIO
218 Commercial

RED DEVILS

Phone 893

Phone 49

PURE MILK CO.
E. 4th Street

Phone 813

Compliments Of

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street

ft: (frontxow, left to right) Richard
Parchman, Akron Hawks. (second row,
at Dowdy, John Hughes, Jimmy Low
e

Phone 35

Robert Graham, Prop.

'ght): — (fro$ row, left to right) Ronnie
rooks, and T mmy Parr. (back row, left
ickman, Grekg St. John, Charles Hailey
oss. The boys'koach is Ual Killebrew and
e Jerry Mcljtyre and Bobby Lecornu.

FIELDS SERVICE STATION
W.State Line

Phone 9163

BRUNDIGE SAUSAGE CO.
51 By-Pass

Phone 134

REED nos.FEED & SEED CO.
413 College Street

Clyde Fields. Prop.
Compliments Of
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Open
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There
Here
Here
Here
Open
Here
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There
Here
Open
There
There
There
There
Here
There
Here
Here
Here
There
Here
There

Phone 620

Compliments Of

BOB 111YLAND
National Travelers Insurance Agent
Box 315 — Phone 1185
Fulton. Ky.

J. W. Robertson Gulf Service Sta.
Eddings Street

Phone 1929

Compliments Of

ATTEND THE

IULLEBREW FLORIST

406 Main Street

Flowers — Vats
Commercial Ave.

FIRST

Twin City Home Improvement

Compliments Of

WATSON CO.

FULTON MARKET
HOME GAM
of the SEASON

Robert Goodwin. Prop.
207 6th Street

NIGHT

Use DX BORON — the rocket
fuel for
rocket starting in the winter time!
Martin Highway — South Fulton.
Tenn.
JACK LOWE

-

HAROLD BAKER

Compliments Of

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Second Street

Compliments Of

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
lc EXCHANGE STORE
Phone 185

J. L. GROOMS & SONS
PIPELINE DISTRIBUTORS
, Mears Street
Phone 723

J & J DX Service Station

Phone 261

Phone 137

Phone 691

207 Church Street

NOVEMBER 20th

Union City Hwy.

Goss= Welding & Repair Shop
Mayfteld Hwy.

FRIDAY

Phone 145

Phone 53

Rev. John Leda, Pastor
Compliments Of

White Way Service Station
109 Paschall

Phone 9145

WOOD & PRUITT TELEVISION
300 Walnut Street

21

EXUM RADIO &T V SHOP

Compliments Of

Electrical and Television Repair
Walnut Street
Phone 207
Milton & Thomas Exum, Props.

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

THE HOUSE OF MUSIC
Singer Sewing

Machines — Sales & Service
Pop, Country and Religious Sheet Music
Musical Instruments
Samuel Philips, Owner
205 Commercial Ave.
Phone 483

Olive Street

Phone 502
Compliments Of

TWIN CITIES RECORD SHOP

Sylvania TV Dealer — Records of all Kind
s
Stereo Record Players
Bill Speed. Owner
Phone 73
Commercial Ave.
•

The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 19, 1959
Read the Classified Ads

From The FHB "Kennel"—

PTA Works for
Now
Bennett
Bill
Students'Welfare
with

"To promote the welfare of
children and youth in home,
school, church, and community; to
bring into closer relation the Male
and the school, that parents and
teachers may co-operate intelligently in the training of the child"
— these are some of the aims of
the Parent-Teachers Association.
The West Fulton P. T. A. holds
monthly meetings in the farm
room every third Thursday at 3:00
P. M. Anyone interested in Fulton
schools is urged to attend these
meetings. A brief devotional and
a well planned, interesting program are presented each month.
The passage of P. T. A. sponsored legislation, which will benefit
the educational program and be
of direct aid to the children and
teachers, is the biggest and most
Important task before the association this year. The members are
also working hard to buy addi.The Harvey Caldwell Company, tional playground equipment.
Fulton's Drive-In Office Ouditters
A very rewarding memberiiip
today announced a new addition drive w a s conducted several
to their sales force.
weeks ago, with more than 300
William H. Bennett of Fulton is parents joining. Membership dues
now associated with James Butts are $1.00 for each parent or inand Bill Johnson in the sides de- terested person who wishes to
partment.
join. Twenty-five cents of this is
Mr. Bennett was born in Fulton sent to the state and national orpractically
all
and has lived here
ganization to carry on their work,
of Ids life. He is the son of Mrs. and seventy-five cents is to be
W. B. Bennett and the late Wil- used in school for the children.
liam Bennett. BE11 attended the
This year's officers are: Mrs.
Fulton City Schools, Joined the
Reginald Williamson, president;
Navy in 1951 and served 4 years
Mrs. J. A. Poe, vice-president;
. . . On his return to Fulton. he
Mrs. Charles Reams, secretary;
became associated with A. C. Butts
and Mrs. James Meacham, treas& Sons and was employed there
urer.
prior to going with The Harvey
Caldwell Co. Mr. Bennett is a
charter member of The Fulton
Accurate
Jaycees and is now Vice President
WORKMANSHIP
of that organization. This makes
three active members of The FulAt Low Cost
ton Jaycees associated with The
Watches, Clocks and Time
Caldwell firm. Mr. Bennett will
represent The Harvey Caldwell rime' of All Kinds ActsCompany in Union City, Newbern, lately Repaired at law Oest
Dyersburg, Halls and Paris, Ten- ay—
nessee.
ANDREWS

Harvey Caldwell Co.

Jewelry Company

—Adv.

\17
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ARE
Nct IFtYOU
YEARS OF AGE
Uti OR OVER...
You May Be Eligible To Apply For
ThiS

Special Plan of
RINTROSS''
FOR HOSPITAL CARE

lp

B112L17ilZfJ
FOR SURGICAL BENEFITS

From The FRS "Kenner—

%MY NOW\

limited time only, ore offering special
(
NOVEMBER 15th
Hospital-Surgical Protection to eligiTHROUGH
ble Kentuckians individually, who are
NOVEMBER 28th

By Bill Wade & Wayne Anderson

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS AogOh
EASIER
NEW
HOMELITE

"The BEECHES"
This year for the first time the
Commercial Appeal opened its an"The Beeches" in Pewee Valnual journalism clinic to schools
ley near Louisville was the
outside of the Memphis area. The
home of Annie 'Fellows Johnston
two of us went as representatives
when she wrote the famous
of Fulton High School and THE
"Little Colonel" stories a half
KENNEL.
century ago.
We arrived at Ellis Auditorium
in Memphis about 8:30 in the
morning. After registration. the
group of almost 800 high school
journalists from five states were
welcomed by Managing Editor St.
John Waddell.
The assembly then broke up into classes of general news writing,
sports writing, headline writing,
and makeup and copy reading.
One of us took the headline writ"It COSTS NO MORE
ing class, and the other the makeup and copy reading session.
TO HAVE THE BEST"
There were many helpful suggestions made in the various lines of
We Have Funeral Services in
producing a school newspaper, and
Price Ranges to Fit Your
we plan to put a number of them
Financial Circumstances.
into practice in THE KENNEL.
Each of these classes was con- JAMES CORTESE. Sunday Editor el the Memphis Commercial Ap- You Will Not Find Prices More
only $1535°
Reasonable Anywhere in
ducted by top veterans of the peal, and principal speaker at the paper's annual journalism clinic.
this Area.
Commercial Appeal staff.
ComMelle LOJL Fietery
After a short break, we both
• direct drive
Cadillac Ambulance Service
• eats 16' trees In 16 seconds
attended the session in column
• fells trees up to 3 feat
writing, conducted by two of the
Oxygen Equipped
In diameter
best-known and most popular
• Weighs only 19 pounds
pass bar slid chain)
newspapermen in the Mid-South
"When You Call Us
— Lydel Sims, who writes "AsTo Serve You"
signment: Memphis," and Henry From The FHS "Kennel"—
waiting patiently, getting no
max nesi or QUALITY
Mitchell. author of the television
a
lityounger, no wiser. and just
... TWIN,flt51 Of NOSILLIIL
Here I stand, hat in hand, wait- tle cracked.
column. "Dixie Dialing." We
learned much about how to — and ing. And when I say wait, I mean
just that. I've been patiently
I've watched people come and
how not to — write a column.
standing here for thirty-six years. go (some of them have come and
408 EDDINGS
. At 12:00 we left Ellis Auditori- My beard is white. my clothes out
wished they were gone. but
um and went to the King Cotton of style, and I'm rather stiff.
Almost everyone says I'm gone.
Phone 16S
207 F.. 4th
Hotel to attend a luncheon given
I've seen people running er- but ... here I stand, hat in hand,
by the Commercial Appeal. Sunwaiting.
day Editor James Cortese, who rands, running up and down
stairs,
running
.
.
.
.
and
here
I
headlines
when
made nation-wide
What am I waiting for? Simply
he roller-skated across Texas last stand. So many people have pass- for time to pass. What else would
ed
me,
ignored
me,
poked
me,
and
summer, was the principal speaka statue of Robert E. Lee do?
er. He explained why he had made done everything possible to make
me
lose
my
head
this "outlandish" trip: he had gotOne thing puzzles me continual- Queen Given Award
Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
ten tired of the everyday routine
of things and had wanted a ly. I'm well-known and I worked
the
fall seed you need. You know that you can deAt the pep meeting for Maychange of scene. Mr. Cortese also hard and long for my fame, but
pend
on us.
no
one
pays
extensive
attention
to
football
game
last
field-Fulton
explained what it was like to be
on the other side of the news me these days. In fact many don't week, Mr. Martin presented Miss
Fescue
Timothy
Red Top
even realize I'm here.
Linda Whitnel with g football
fence for once, and pointed out the
But I'm still standing here, homecoming queen necklace given
lessons in good newspapering to
Orchard Grass
Rye grass
to her by the Curtis Magazine
be learned from it.
Publishing
Compasy,
sponsor
of
To climax an already perfect From The FHS "Kennel"—
Ladino and White Drdc.h Clover
the magazine subiori• ption drive
day, we went to the offices of the
through which she was elected.
Memphis Publishing Company,
Crimson and Red Clover
publishers of the morning ComRead
the
Classified
Ads
mercial Appeal and the evening
Wheat
Barley
Balbo Rye
Press-Scimitar. We talked to Mr.
Two new students entered FulCortese; then a member of the
Seed Oats
Complete Line
Promotion Department showed us ton High recently. They are
almost every facet of the two big Faye and Jimmy Woodson, who
came from Hickman County High. Hearing Aid Battarieel
papers' operations.
They were both enrolled in FulFor all makes of hriri
aids!
gham High until it closed last
Visit our Hearing Aid
From The FHS "Kennel"—
year. They now live at 707 Walneat at your first opportunity
nut in East FultOh.
Faye, a sophomore, is majoring
CITY DRUG CO.
East State Ilse
Phone 202
In Home Economics. One of her
les Lake Street
Phone 7$
favorite subjects is algebra, but
since Algebra II is a junior subHow does my hair look? Is my ject, she isn't taking it this year.
tie straight? These were but two
Jimmy. a freshman, says that
of the many questions asked by health and physical education are
the seniors on Tuesday. September his favorite subjects. He is inter29, for it was on this day that they ested in football and basketball,
had their graduation pictures and plans to try out tor both
made. The girls, hoping to look teams next year. Jimmy also has
sophisticated, had their picture* musical talents. He played the
made in drapes, while the boys drums in the bands at both Hicklooked very handsome in suits and man County High and Fulgham
ties.
Both Jimmy and Faye say that
On October 1, the junior high they like Fulton High
very much.
and the remainder of the high High.
school had their picures made.
The seniors, carrying trophies.
books, newspapers, etc., went to We have complete stocks
Gardners Studio on Tuesday, October 27, to have the Senior Who's
Who pictures made. They certainly came up with some unusual
for HOME and FARM
poses.
Machines
What will happen to these pictures? They will all be used in
the annual, and then find their BENNETT ELECTRIC
way to the billfolds of family and
FULTON
PHONE 201
friends.

WHITNEL

Funeral Home

Waiting, Watching, Wishing
While We Go Wandering By

Call

Barnette Tractor Co.

•

Pictures Made for
Use in Next Annual

not eligible

$2,500

family.

RESOURCES: Less

than $15,000 if single, not over $25,000
family.

'Applicant must fill out health questionnaire; In some cases, doctor's statement may be required. There is a I2-month waiting period for pre-existing
conditions.

DUES ARE $11.25 PER QUARTER FOR THIS PROTECTION
THIS SPECIAL OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 28th, 1959

TODAY-MAIL THIS COUPON FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION AND APPLICATION
X-98

BLUE CROSS-BLUE Malmo
111111 Boramme acid
Loardlle 1, &amok,

I um allible isfORti fee th; Ilise Cr-meats* Shi.ld Special Pim he palm,
.41 Mum ot fop ee ema Plass sod.•Ithemodes sad en agebssdem.

One of Fulion's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
full tile bathroom upstairs and half-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.
Can be seen by appointment.

'U.S

Call 1270 or 470

ABNER
.011T

Raft

50,000
Gas ft.
Hot a
Speed
Real 1
8-Pc.]
Beciroo
Odd C
Extra
Nice'
Living
Break
Odd C
Odd 13
Good
Good
9 x 1:
Rem=

Via
217

ACAltitE..;IV SON

for group membership.
Less than $1,500 if single, not QVIR

Bai

Two New Students
Welcomed to FHS

FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT: unemployed, self-employed, or

AND
Wayne
Fulton His
outatandina
National N
ifying Test

Seed For FallSowing

ONLY

\

the following requirements:

INCOME:

Eastern Kentucky did not become attractive to pioneer settlers until the power of the Indians north of the Ohio River
was broken at the Battle of
Tippecanoe in 1811.

LOONITONS susereessevems
The town of Limestone, MOH
known as Maysville. WM
pSneR
for
debarkation
of
coming down the Ohio BMW
into Kentucky.

Dayton V-Belts

Blue Cross and Blue Shield, for o

65 years of age or over and meet

Wade, Anderson Attend Commercial Appeal
Joirnalism Clinic As Kennel Representatives

BA11101/1 KENTUCKY

II

FALCON,the New-size Ford, is
America lowest-priced 6-passenger car*
The Falcon is priced up to $72 less than
its rear-engine competitor ... as much as
$124 less than other American-built, socalled compact 6-passenger cars. And the
new Ford Falcon is the easiest car in the
world to own. Just look at these Falcon
superiorities:
Beauty eta economy! The Falcon has the
dean lines and the uncluttered good looks of
the glamorous 60 Fords. Diamond Lustre
Finish atm, needs waxing. Galvanized structural members resist rust and corrosion. Bolt-on
front fenders cost less, replace easily.
Seats six passengers with all their luggage.
The Falcon easily seats six big adults in builtfor-people comfort. There's no floor-mounted
gear shift to interfere with center front-seat
passenger. Big luggage compartment in the
tear holds over 23 Cu. ft.

The New-slz•1960 FORD
Easiest car In the world to own

Up to 30 mpg. The -Falcon's outstanding gas
economy was proem-When a flee/ of Falcons
traveled every mile ofillimhered Federal highway in Economy Run, TIS.A. Another savings:
The Falcon goes up to 4000 miles between
oil changes.
Front-mounted engine. For stability and handling ease, the Falcon's six-cylinder engine is
mounted up front. And there is plenty of free
heat from the Falcon's fresh-air, hot-water heating system, with no sacrifice of gas mileage in
cold-weather driving.
New luxury interiors. You'll find the same
quality materials and taste in design as in the
-big new Fords. Door panels are fully upholstered. Front seat cushions are generously foam.
padded. Thick roof insulation guards against
heat and noise.
*Basta ossstanafrissoirere imersolod rasa fielfvend prime

FORD
WORLD'S

MOST EXPERIENCED NEW CAR

VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED

Su
Ma

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 42
A-1
Used
If You're Interested in an
Truck—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

PHO/

*V,"
•
•

•

,1,
1111rten.
11011.V..•••

me, now
• Point

Toyland is open at Western Auto!

e.211
ither
Pi.n
lo

IE )BS
1110/ 411141111F

TE

Shop Early While Selections Are Complete!
Use Our Lay-Away Plan!
ANDKRSON CITED
Wayne Anderson, a senior at
Fulton High, has been cited for
outstanding performance on the
National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test last spring.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brown, Fulton, are the proud parents of an
eight pound, 11 ounce son, Keith
Hamilton, born at 5:26 p. m., November 12. 1959 at Hthview Hospital.

Bargain's At WADE'S Used

Ilsatery

comis

er Co.

Phew 109

50,000 BTU Gas Heater, like new
Gas Ramada, from
Hot Blast Coal Stoves. PRICE RIGHT
Speed Queen Washer, like new
Real Nice Maytag Washer
8-Pc. Dining Room Suite
Bedroom Suite. like new
Odd Chairs, from
Extra Heavy Bed Springs
Nio• Wall Cabinet
Living Room Suites, from
Breakfast Table and 'Chairs, from
Odd Coffee Tables. from
Odd Bedsteads
Good Perfection Oil Hosier
Good Admiral Refrigerator
9 x 12 Rugs. irate'
Remnants of Ruos

$50.00
$47.50
$89.95
$45.00
$84.95
$89.95
$ 2.50
$10.00
$ 9.95
$12.50
__ $12.50
$ 5.50
$10.00
$24.95
$65.00
$ 5.95
1 2 PRICE
/

—At—

ns for
an de-

Wade's Used Furniture Store

thy

'Trade with Wade and Save"
217 Main Street
Phone 478

Western Auto Associate Store
Home *weed and ep1111101 by Thad Pagan
PHONE 211

202 LAKE ST.

Forrest-Edwards
Marriage Told

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock:
NOV. 17, 1919

be brought to an exciting close
Sunday afternoon with a twohour exhibition by "the world's
greatest thrill show" featuring
the "king" of all daredevils,
Mickey Martin, and his troupe
of "Hell Riders."

HOSPITAL NEWS

FIVE INCH FOAM RUBBER

ROCK SPRING NEWS

1111% NYLON COWRY;

Nettie Lee Copelen

000

BED ROOM FURNITURE

Buy One Piece or Complete Suit.
Maple and Mahogany...Reduced

WILTON CARPETING
$8.95 Square Yard

20%

Including Rubberized Pad

.
n
is
ee
itin

USE WADE'S CHRISTMAS LAY-A-WAY
"Trade with Wade and Save"

WADE

PHONE 103

LAKE ST BEET

FURNITURE
COMPANY
FULTON, KY.

Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Sunday
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
John Sanders.
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen, Mrs.
Pearl Cooper, and Mrs. A. E.
Green visited Sunday evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Copelen at Water Valley.
Rev. and Mrs. Joe Wilson,
Union City; Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Yates; and Martha Kay Copelen
visited Sunday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Pressie Moore, Miss
None Moore, and Miss Iva Bellew.
Mr. Billy Green spend Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mr, Luther Veatch spent Sunday with Johnny and Marshall
Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bell spent
Friday nigth with Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Sanders.

JONES HOSPITAL:
Mrs. Jose McClanahan, Mrs.
Carl
Wheeler, Mrs.
Flsortie
Croft, Mrs. Finis Sandling, ClifStanfield,
Perry, Judy
ford
Danny McGuire, Mrs. W. T. Edwards, all of Fulton; and Jack
Burns, Cayce.

>sake

Page 9

"We bought more
than a price tag"
The advice of expert counsellors, the
installation "know-how" of trained
technicians, the reputation of both the
store and BIGELOW,and the savings
resulting from honest prices... thaes
what this family got when they bought a

Bigelow carpet at
1

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
1

FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE
WALNUT

FULTON, KY.

ST.

WOULDN'T YOU.
LIKE TO TELL
THE WORLD?

SKIM OARDIN

$19.30

9

TERLING
°411"471/
S

Well, the earlier the better — make your choice from all the
beautiful Gorham designs. Then, your selection recorded in our
Registry makes it simple and accurate for a world of friends and
relatives to add to your sterling service ... they can order by
simply phoning us ... you'll have more by your wedding day!

Mrs. Raymond Hutchins, Mrs.
Fanny Williams, Mrs. Mary Moss
Hales, Jack Foy, Eddie Lee Harris, Guy Williams, Sharon Patton, all of Fulton; Mr. Raymond
French, and Mrs. Alice Taylor,
Water Valley; Mrs. James Young,
Davis, Dukedom;
Cecil
and
Hershel Hicks, Pilot Oak; and
J. D. Baxter, Martin.

If

:42

The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 19, 1959

Rev. J. N. Wilford, pastor of
the First Methodist Church here
for the paid two years, was
transferred to the Humboldt
church during the Memphis Conference which was held in Paducah Nov. 8-12. Rev. W. H.
A baby blimp, The Reliance,
Saxon, pastor of the Ripley
church for the past year, will owned by the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company, passed
succeed Rev. Wilford here.
over Fulton Monday morning enroute to the Pacific Coast by
Membert of the Marshall Alex- way of Memphis.
American
the
ander Post of
Legion were special guests at
the Armistice services held SunChristian
First
at the
day
Church, and attended in a body.
Patients in the local hospitals
Carl Hastings received several as of late Wednesday morning:
bruises and cuts about the head FULTON HOSPITAL:
Tuesday afternoon near ReelMark Pruett, Mrs. R E. Tarfoot Lake when the car in which
he was riding turned over three ver, Mrs. Louis B. Jones and
Baby, Mrs. Billy Suiter and
times.
Baby, Gus Farmer, Guy TuckThe estate of the late Susye er, C. J. Bowers, Shelton Hart,•AUSTIN SPRINGS
P. Bennett was sold Monday in Mrs. J. H. Maddox, Mrs. Mike
Mrs. Carey Frields•
court. Mrs. 011ie Nelson, niece Fry, and Mrs. Morgan Davidson,
of the deceased, bought two all of Fulton; Mrs. J. W. Hibbs
Mrs. Ed Frields has returned
houses on Arch street. Ten and Baby, Mrs. Ray Boyd, and
from the Fulton hospital,
home
Water
of
all
houses in the negro section of Ben Lawrence,
recovering from a lame hip. She
East Fulton were purchased by Valley; Mrs. Arthur Bugg and
and a
Cora Sublette, Clinton; Hubert has only an 80% break,
R. M. Belew.
recovery is wished for
McCree, Lynnville; Mrs. Randall complete
Baby, Dukedom; her. Daughters, Mrs. Eric CunnThe city election in South Ful- Brown and
Ida June' ingham and Mrs. Earl Mitchell
Oakton;
Rash,
Phillip
ton will be held Tuesday, DeSub- are at her bedside.
Harry
Crutchfield;
cember 5, with Mayor J. H. Finch,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy, Sr.,
Lowe and the present council- tette, Cayce; and Ed Luak, Un- and children, Pattie and Freddie
men running for reeleition. S. A. ion City.
Ray of Memphis, Term., spent
McDade and D. A. Rogers are HILLVIEW:
the past weekend here with
Mayor.
also ,in the race for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Mrs. Ruth Finch, Mrs. S. D.
Johnson.
Gayle,
The local speed season will Grisson, Mrs& Maude
Rev, Ronald Bynum filled his
regular appointment at Good
Springs C. P. church the past
Sunday at 11 o'clock, the Bible
study is held on Sunday evenings now instead of Wednesday
evenings because students are
home on weekends from college.
Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at the New
Salem Baptist church the past
Sunday at 11 a. m. The evening
service is held at the usual hour
preeeding the BTU service. The
public is invited to each service
by both the church and the pastor. Mr. Lee Peery has resigned
as Sunday School Supt. and
Howard Harris is the newly
elected Supt. He urges everyone
enrolled to attend Sunday School
each Sunday morning at 10 a.m.
Mr. Cecil Davis is on the
sick list and receiving some
medical from Dr. E. F. Crocker.
Mrs. Howard Harris is confined to her room suffering from
influenza, the first case reported in this area.

EVERY CHAIR
III OUR STORE
REDUCED FOR
$47.50
CHRISIXAS
LAY-A-WAY
RECLINING CHAIRS - 39.50,49.50,59.95,69.95
"Trade with Wade and Save"
OPEN STOCK
ALL WOOL

en

Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Forrest
of Union City, Tennessee announce the marriage of their
daughter, Virginia Bruce, to
Richard T. Edwards, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Edwards of
Sharon, Tennessee. The double
ring ceremony was solemnized
on November 8, 1959 at sixthirty o'clock in The Church of
Christ with Oliver Cunningham
officiating.
The bride wore a white wool
street-length jersey sheath dress
with a three-quarter sleeves.
Her hat was of white feathers
with other accessories in bla. k.
She carried a white orcid on a
white Bible.
Mrs. Bally Joe Forrest, sisterin-law of the bride, was the
matron of honor. She wore a
lihgt blue jeriey dress fashioned on the lines of the bride's
were
accessories
Her
dress.
black and her corsage was of
white carnations.
Bobby Bolin of Sharon, Tenn.,
reed as best man.
Mrs. Edwards is a graduate of

PRE-MUSTMAS
SPECIALS

se 202

11
ns

Fulton High School and Mr. Southern Bell Telephone Co.
Edwards was graduated from
After a short wedding trip,
Sharon High School. Presently Mr. and Mar. Edwards are now
they are both employed at at home at 19 Norman Street.

Wade's

S

re

The Largest Stocks - The Best
Selection Of Toys In Our History!

3
2
•

Prices tbeisers are for 3-piece Bridal Plase-tettingt: place kaite,
place fork and teaspoon, and include Federal Tax.

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
309 Conspordall

Phone 398

needed: good sy.
n to Taylor ChrirFourth Street,

sa The F1111,11111111181P.

Program Plianed Mi
Next FHA Meet*
One of the goals qs F. H. A. far
the year of 1969-60 is to promote
good will through getting to know
our neighbors at home and abroad.
Maridel Wells is ie charge ef
the next program, which Is on
Hawaii. She will tell about the
government and the peciple, then
Chan Covington will toll *bout the
education, which will include elementary, high school, and college
work. Judy Burton will discuss
homemaking in Hawaii. Judy
Moore will describe the dress, and
then &artist Turner will give a
talk on the F. H. A. in Hawaii.
And just in case some of you are
planning a trip to the Islands.
Judy Copeland will give some tips
to traveIrs.

.,CLASSIFIED AD;
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
While you watt. ForreMert
Shoe Shop, 1104 Main.

Baby bads
RoIl-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Monthly terms

CALLING COLLIN:PT

$55 FULTON. KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
For The

I

111.115M1 CO.

215 Main

From The

Waal

Even the
realized it,
vantages t
internation
jects make
I, well infc
In the war
The gres
to learn to
with peace
complish
tional prej
come throu
the other
There is

LETS 1141'

For year DEN — — for your PLAYROOM — — bassansrd — —
for ALL purposes! • Solids and colorful plaids! • Covend in good

M & W Appliances

quality. cloth-reinforced plastic that is ideal for TV lounging, dining,

Phone 126

C
ri
Most esum
West

playing! • Adjustable back • Ideal extra beds • Comfortable coil

Fulton, Ky.

BEST

springs

and

FARM LOANS

CLEANEST

Long Terms-Easy Payments

USED FURNITURE
at

FULTON

Held Over

FARM INSURANCE

jIPiLtiIj

— — All kinds —
— Crops, buildings,
vehicles. etc. — —

7

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

41114011.Pw°
Each TV Couch a $69.50 value, anywhere

Phone 5

208 Main St

Thru Saturday!

Roots HUDSON
Don% DAY

R LLOW

EASTUAN COLOR •CINEMASCOPE

-yr,
07,1=1;.ffilruktiflir
"

— TONY WOO-

MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl

qui.d.4. 6a.

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP arid 45 rpm
occiens—Roecial orders

IN SCREEN SUSPENSE!
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Hiram Walker Products
"ELEGANT IN TASTE - UNCOMMONLY GOOD"
1
,
,1
i tt ,.

Charles Stafford

It's smart to save money — —
Bring your washing to the
Get More Out Of Life — Go Out To A Movie!

ORPHEUM

Adm. 15c — 50c

Starts Friday,Then Sat.&Sun.
— Double Feature —
"
II*

Tuba Launderette
•24 washers
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
• 13 Dryers
Capacity 30 pounds each

.

Located on Carr in old King
Motor Co. building:
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p. m.

1I
I

al_!!

..

When it's
Real Estate in Fulton
. i

— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
309 Walnut
Phone 61

anowsniew two
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1111111111111
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A THOUSAND ADVENTURE-RUED DAYS...
A THOUSAND LOVE-RUED NOM.
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Hiram Walkers •
TEN HIGH
4 Years Old: 90 proof

Ai
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Alhss Ass.„eel

•

Wick Smith Agesey
CALL 62 77, HI?
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Tea moo „
woe. ,,I
Na40.1
fnetatri

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

olor Cartoon "Chew Chev7
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Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
SIM DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Clunefee•
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min
ute, and coverage is effective immediately.

•
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Ask Fig

Also -- News & A aifd In The Bonnet!!
r

Open Every
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PARKING!

SAKE STREET
fhOITOR STORE
Atroso
coca-cola Piant

•"11" MVOS-4gi141iliaoloso-rOotarosonlICK *EBB

amen 35

If
1Ir

IliEE

A PAM
49aso FOR
$89.50

OUR SPECIAL
PRICE, ONLY

WARD'S

Phone TU 59404

SUNIAT- MONDAY-TUESDAV

'.

**err Novi wrisom

FLOWERS

TV COUCHES

No money down

EXCHANGE

Plus

traia

NEW PICTURE TUBES

Authorized Motorola and RCA
WADE FURN.
Service; we repair all makes.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

buy it
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21
(Starts at 8:40)
THE TRAP
With Richard Widmark
(Also: starts at 7: and 10:)
FROM HELL IT CAME
Furniture Company
With T. Andrews
inamosammease
Fulton
SEN.-MON.-TUE. NOV. 22-22-24 Church Street
9:)
anl
Starts at 7:
HERCULES
With Steve Reeves

RP ACMDMIAY

Trewa'ilnrsday,/tov. WPM

overcoats, $25.95
Handsome pure silk raincoats,

They're new! They've just arrived... and they're specially priced!

Hospital beds

1Fulton - Union City highway

41-litr;
*111Z7v;

The Fulton

wardlan

Scon's floral Shoppo

STARLITE Drive-la

is

=yr*new Marius

l/htlUs
What anigif
gal
thone
se
time to pat youur
Wad'Mao! When in ;oad of
and Addiqg Macqam., visit us: 'SO $d.
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
WE SERVICE air conditioners,
wards atom Mayfield, Ky.
For E'very Occasion
WASHERS,
MAYTAG
standard
of
Manager
Peeples, Service
home freezers, refrigerators. gas
and
automatic
models,
$139.95
HALLMARK greeting Cards
The Harvey Caldvoll Comand electric stoves, gas and elec- WHITE
OAK TIMBER WANTED
and up. Sales and awoke.
pany, papra-rN Office Outtric hot water heaters, gas and
—We buy white oak standing
RYTEX "Personalised"
illennett
Electric,
Peons
201.
fit*" Amine 874.
Oil Statuses'. We do not service
timber, custom loss, Avian
iikideaory
or
dryers. Call Sanaa
stave and heading baits ConFOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- TV ANTENNAS: We buten-Mae Service Company at
Z
i
r
trade—repair
and
move.
tact
Get
us
for
prices
and
specificachine and electric floor polish466 (Nites, emergencies and
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
our prices. We service all makes
er and electric ream= clemaholders call glee). Bill Clem307.
Roper
5-2785
Phone
Television
Martin, Tenn. C. A.4
IN.
00.
iticsitteee
Exchange
tis.
ents is our service man; quick
hike
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7- Mises 8541
Phone 35, Church Street
service guaranteed.
1612 Mayfield, Ky.
TV SERVICE
.
.
WE RENT
Pickup and delivery
•

TURKEY SHOOT SUNDAY. Attention trap shooters. Don't
miss the trap shoot at Fulton
Ball Park Sunday, 8 at one o'clock. Regulation trap shoot
rules wil be observed. Turkeys
for prizes. All ladies especially
Invited.

WED.-THUR.-FEL. NOV. 16-19-20
(Starts at 7: and 8:50)
ENCHANTED ISLAND
Dana Andrews Jane Powell

NOW representing the
Ød Monument Works
eciate the *per#
a
and
you our
tunity
memorials.
ful Wes
Hales, Pultiti; Phone 124.

Deal tin
buy Shells
SdItsS0
at
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Ouditleilk
Plume $70. We trade Ow MIR
aid elltilleneet.
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"Knowledgeable people
buy Imperial." 30%
straight Whiskies, 6 years
or more old; 70% grain
neutral spirits

WALKER'S DELUXE
Not four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS OLD.
Straight Bourbon Whiskey; 8 Years, 88.8 Proof

CANADIAN CLUB
Its the "Best in the
House" in 87 Lands! Six
years old, 90.4 Proof

Fifth

$4.10

Fifth

3.95

Fifth

$5.40

fifth

sea

Pint

$2.50

Pint

$2.45

Pint

$3.40

Pint

SO

% Pint

$1.710

I•ii Pint

$1.25

lifi pint

$1.70

1,4 Pint

—
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.
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HIRAM WALKER,INS,is/MILERIIIIALZPEORIA.
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From The P118 "Rminer—

Civics, bdernatienal
Relations Valuable
Even though you may not have
realized it, there are many advantages to studying civics and
international relations. These subjects make for a better citizen who
is well informed on what goes on
in the world around him.
The greatest world problem is
to learn to live together happily
with peace and justice. To accomplish this, both racial and national prejudices must be overcome through an understanding of
the other fellows' points of view.
There is an amount of civic

SUCCESS
It's doing your job the best you

1
(

Li

Meet
in
Wad ..11ftek

QuORS

442-44 Lake Mose
ra12451. KY.

©IUD

"Timed to Perfection
7full years!"
IMPITUORY STRAIllafT
ROUR111011 WNISKRY
1110 PRO°,
STRAIIIIT
4/5 QT.

$5.50
1/2 PT.

$1.75

FANNERS

MIL

And being just to fellowman.
Try the New Chain Saw
It's figuring how, and learning
Champ...the NEW
why,
And looking forward and thinking high.
Dreaming little, doing much,
Keeping always in closest touch
With what is finest in work and
deed.
It's being clean and playing fair,
Laughing lightly at some despair,
Sharing sorrow and work and
mirth,
Making better this good old earth,
Serving and striving through
strain and stress,
It's doing your noblest — that's
SUCCESS.
—Author Unknown
Phone 169
207 Fourth St.

HOMELITIE

The Fulton High School cheerleaders were presented ear muffs
by Mr. Al T. Owens for the latter part of the football. season.
They were greatly appreciated by
all of the cheerleaders.

Tear raveled 154Yaralral

I
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EAR MUFFS GIVEN

LET'S HAVE A PEKTT

WINES

It

principle and thought which never
changes, yet is essential to •
thorough comprehension of a citizen's responsibility to his government. Our Declaration at Independence, our Constitution, and
other documents of our liberties
set forth our rights, our privileges.
and our duties as American citizens. Everyone should know our
Government. take a constant interest in it, and be a part of it.

JUDY HARRISON AND BILL WADE are both maDloYees of the Fulton Theatre. Judy worm in an
eencession stand and Bill is projectionist, sometimes also serving as doorman.

Judy Harrison, Bill Wade Hold Theater Jobs
From The FHS "Kennel"—
Editor's Note — Beginning this
issue, THE KENNEL will run
features, on interesting jobs held
by Fulton High Studcnts. A committee has been selected from
among the members of th Editorial Staff to select the job holders to be featured. Judy Harrison
and Bill Wade, both seniors and
employees of the Fulton Theatre,
are the choices for this issue.
Judy Harrison, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harrison, is
employed at the Fulton Theatre
under the management and direction of Mr. Louis Bizzle. She runs
the concession stand, a job that
holds more duties and responsibilities than you would think.
When she arrives, she has to
pop plenty of corn before the show
even begins. Then she must get
the candy set up on the counter
and make sure the supply is
plentiful at all times. The candy
counter must be cleaned out once
each week. When Judy is sick or
wants to take a night off, she must
make sure some:0ne can be there
to work in her place. After the
concession stand is closed each
night, she must make out.a report
of the amount of pop corn sold
that night.
To get a job in the theater, a
person must be at least 16 years
old. Judy was trained for twe
weeks. She says. "This training is
very had and takes a lot of concentration — believe it or not. You
must also be able to work well
with people."
Judy thinks there are both advantages and disadvantages to
working. It gives a young person
a chance to make some money
while going to school, and a
chance to meet and work with
many people. On the other hand,
there is not much time for afterschool activities, and not too much
time to study.
Judy works Monday through
Thursday from 620 p. m. to 900
p. m., Friday — 0:30 to 9:30, Saturday — 12:00 to 5:00 and 7:00 to
9:30.
She has recently been added to

THE KENNEL staff as a reporter.
Commercial subjects are her favorite in school.
From October 29 to_November
12. Judy was involved in a contest sponsored by the ParamountGulf Theatre Corp. In each of
Paramount's theaters a quota of
buttered popcorn was set for the
concession stand to meet. Judy's
quota was 1,000 cups in three
weeks. If she met it she would get
to keep a $5 bill that she had
been wearing throughout the
period.
Bill Wade, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. S. Wade, works as projectionist, and at other times
serves as doorman. He works as
doorman from 4:00 to 6:00 and as
projectionist 6:00 to 8:00 on Saturdays and Sundays. Monday he
works in the projection room 6:30
to1I:00, then as doorman 6:30 to
11:00 on Wednesday, and as upstairs doorman 6:30 to 10:00
Thursdays. In addition he often
fills in at other times.
Bill has many duties to perform
on both jobs. As projectionist he
must operate all the machines,
keep the sound on the same level
and the light on the screen at the
same level. Every twenty minutes the film reels must be
changed and adjusted — and most
features have five reels.
As a doorman his duties include taking up tickets as the
people come in, calling down people who are causing disturbances,
and if the film should get out of
focus or go out, it is the doorman's
duty to let the projectionist know
of the mishap.
When Bill was training, he had
to work four nights a week for
three months. Be says, "It takes a
long time to really learn all the
things you have to know about
showing a film, and I only know
the basic things."
Bill likes his job very much and
states tint the only disadvantage
is working so late at night. It is a
good way to make money to help
In college.
Bill has previously worked at
the Western Auto Store during

Glenmore

two_ summers and Christmas holidays.
He is a sales manager on the
KENNEL staff. He also writes
articles, helps headline the stories,
and is general editorial assistant.

Barnette
Tractor Company

THEM MOST RELIABLE TV EVER...

Quill And Scroll
Has First Meeting

MOTOROLA
ghteiTtite

The Quill and Scroll had its
first meeting October 28, with 18
members present. The new officer are as follows: President —
Carol McNeilly, Vice President —
Wayne Anderson, Secretary —
Jean Burnette, Program Chairmen — Roland Carter and Martha
Herring. The other members are
Maridel Wells, Lynn Bushart, Hal
Warren, Gary Williamson, Karen
Dublin, George Ray Gunter, Judy
Moore, Judy Wolberton, Dortha
Duke. and Judy Burton.
Wayne Anderson gave a report
of the trip he and Bill Wade made
to the Commercial Appeal Journalism Clinic in Memphis.

DESIGNED TO
ELIMINATE
3 OUT OF 4
SERVICE CALLS

—protects every
tube and part
against worm-up
power surge
main cause of
,ILdikire

THE MOST RELIABLE TV EVER—IN
TRUE EARLY AMERICAN STYLING

New Golden "M" Frame Grid
Tube in new Custom-Matic
Tuner extends TV reception
up to 35%. Golden Tube Sentry• Unit. 9. Oberryweed edged
20,000 Volta
of Picture
Power. Cherrywood color.
Model21C10. MI YOUR TOADS

MAXIMUM
SAFETV

11.C.IMORTON

The most service-free TV ever produced backed by the strongest
guarantee
the industry. One year guarantee on ALL parts and ens
year free service.

Dresden. Tennessee
DIteaden 2402
Now sae FM mart m

One year free servIee and parks waitron*.

lowed Salley Association

N & W APPLIANCE COMPANY

HAW
ASIMEES

Phone 126

Fulton
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what you need
is a weekend of fun

SILVER LABEL
"Your Bright Buy in
Light Bourbon!"
IltersTUCIVI 11TRANINT
COURSON afitISKEY
90 PROOF
4/5 QT.

1/2 PT.

$4.65 $1.50

Before you settle down for a long
winter, come on up to Louisville for a
wonderful weekend of tun!
Enjoy exciting basketball and hockey
games,superb concerts and shows,topnotch movies, and other attractions.

"That's right —no bite!"

Check the star-studded list of attraotions at the right — then make your
reservations at either the Brown or the
Kentucky Hotel. They're Louisville's
finest! Writs or telephone now for roe*mations!

KENTUCKY OTRANNIT
BOURBON InitittaY

00 PROOF

4/5 QT.

$4.85

1/2 PT.

$1.55

THIII BROWN HOTEL
Fourth & Broadway

THE KENTUCKY HOTEL
Fifth & Walnut Sta.
"Where Perfection of Product is Tradition"
sce,t. Glenmore Diatillerisa Ca.., Louisville. Kentucky ......*E
Se-

Dee. 1, 10, 12, 19, 21, 22, 23, 23, 29 —
Basketball —Coliseum —8 pm.
Doc 3, 4 & 5—New York Theatre,
"Two for The Seeeiaw"—Memorial Auditorium.
Doc. 4—Ice Hockey—Louisville vs.
Omaha—Armory-8:30 p.m.
Dee. 4 & 3—Kentucky Opera Assn.,
"The Soldier's Tale" &
"Amahl and The Night Visitors"—Columbia Auditorium.
• e —"The Little Singers of Paris"
—Memorial Auditorium —
3:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Dee. 6—Ice Hockey — Louisville vs.
Deaver — Armory-4:00 p.m.
Dee. 7 — Holmes Travelogue — "In
and Around Rome"— Memorial Auditorium-8:30 p.m.
Dee. 11—Ice Hockey — Louisville vs.
Milwaukee — Armory — 8:30
pot
Dec. bi-nlaoha
s Hockey — Louisville vs.
—Armory-4:00 p.m.
Dee. 14 — "Ballet Fiume de Monte
Carlo" — Memorial Auditorium-8:30
Dee. 16-19—New York Theatre,"Odd
Man In"—Memorial Auditorium-8:30 pan.
Des.
Hockey—Louisville vs.
Toledo—Armory-4:00 p.m.
Des,—Public Ice Skating. Amory,
v
ue
nn
dizgs Wednesday thru

i

Alloul•MnIart
41111.r.11111.....

v***

Z.X1141410 104'.11,3114
WtsMall".11..004~1,
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the following information, minified THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
ageacias will be of special interest to Progressive farviers in VW
Ken-Tens area):
15511 Census of Agriculture Rrings
Farm Statistics UP To Date
The 1959 Census of Agriculture, now under way in Fulton
County, will bring up to date farm
statistics was collected in 1954,
when the farm census revealed
the following facts:
The value of products sold in
1954 by farm operators was $4,866,039.
The value of all crops sold was
$3,249,293 ahd included $3,195,092
for field crops, $18,865 for vegetables. $29.336 for fruits and nuts,
and $6,000 for horticultural specialties.
The value of all livestock and
livestock products sold was $1.590,008 and included $179,145 for
dairy products, $95,602 for poultry
and poultry products, and $1,315,261 for livestock and livestock
preducts.
Tht value of forest products
sold from the county's farms was
$26,738.
Wool Growers Urged
To Keep Records
Wool growers who marketed
lambs this fall should keep adequate records of their sales of
shorn wool and unshorn lambs,
and also f the purchases of unshorn lambs, so that they will be
able to make proper applications
for payment next spring under the
wool incentive program, Kentucky
Agricultural Stabilization a n d
Conservation Committee Chairman W. 0. Gilreath uged today.
The sales record for lambs sold
must include the name of the buyer, his signature, and the number
of liveweight lambs sold, plus the
description "unshorn." Lamb payments are made only on lambs
that have never been shorn to encourage the customary practice of
selling lambs with the wool on.
When the wool grower files an application he must also report purchases of unshorn lambs to be
eligible for payment.
"I cannot urge too strongly,"
Mr. Gilreath said, "that growers
get these fall sales records togetilaer., now and either keep them
in a sale place at home or file
them at the county ASC Office.
The final date to apply for payments on 1959-60 marketing' is
next April 30, but an application
may be submitted anytime between now and then."

come in due to a concentrated effort of country storts and fertilizer dealers in the county-wide
Soil Test Program which started
on November 1.
Events Coming Up In The Near
Future:
Thursday night. November 19, 7:00 p. re.
Obion County Beekeepers meeting - Obion School.
Tuesday night, November 34, 7:-00 p. m.
Obion County Livestock Association meeting — Farm Bureau
Hall - Union City. Topic: Use of
Tranquili7ers on Beef Cattle.

DEATHS
Harold Owen
Services for Harold Edward
Owen, former Fultonian, who
died suddenly of a heart attack
at his home in Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
Monday morning, will be held
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel in
Fulton, Thursday
morning at 10 o'clock. The Rev.
J. L. Leggett, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, will officiate.
Burial will be in Greenlee Cemetery here. He was 59.
Mr. Owen had been manager
of the government laundry for
Carbon Carbide Company at
Oak Ridge since 1941.
Mr. Owen was born in Fulton and lived here until 1941.
For a number of years he was
in the laundry business with his
father, the late Rev. J. J. Owen.
Mr. Owen was a member of
the First Methodist Church of
Fulton and a member of the
Elks Lodge.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Adeline Owen; a daughter, Mrs.
Merville Mullins of Houston,
Texas; a step-daughter; two
brothers, John T. Owen and Vernon R. Owen, both of Fulton;
three sisters, Mrs. Paul Hayes
of Fairfield, Ohio, Mrs. H. E.
Harrison of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Milton Exum of Fulton; and three grandchildren,
Melanie, Marsha, and Mike Mullins.

She was 66.
Mrs. Williams was a member
of the Mt, Vernon Methodist
Church.
She leaves her husband, R. E.
Williams; and a sister, Miss
Maude Stephens, of Fulton,'Boute
one.
Services will be held Thursday afternoon at 2 at the Mt.
Vernon Church. The Rev. John
Weir will officiate. Burial will
be in Rock Springs Cemetery.
The body is at the Whitnel
Funeral Home here.

NOTEBOOK—
Coat:UMW from Faye One
know what to do with. I've turned down more attractive joba
than any of you know. But remember this. If there is some
way that I can serve this Administration in a way that

would help this area you can bet
your rock bottom dollar I'm going to ,do it, critics or not. The
unbelievable thing about it
that not last year, not yesterday
did Bert Combs. his advisors
or his managers ever discuss
with me any political emoluments when I accepted the State'
wide campaign post. And anybody who says he did knows

more than
do.

Bert Combs and I political leech • character asuman, a crawling varmit, a community-destroyer, a no-account,
Lccepted because I wanted international, revolving skunk.
to see him win; because I because I believed in him and in
My parents, Paul's parents,
his running mate Wilson Wyatt. Paul and I have worked miserThey won. I'm NIPPY. I hope ably hard for every dime we
you are. But if you see this guy ever got. We expect our childwith the big rumor please tell ren to do the same. You just
him he's • liar, a hypocrite, a wait and see'

A&P SUPER RIGHT-12 TO 16 LB.

PLAIN TALK—
(Centtnned trent Page 1)
thinking for them. Or if they do
any thinking at all, it concerns
which soap gives the loviest complexion. And the American public
stand by complaisantly for this
nonsense.
About the only thinking advocated concerns a certain cigarette and this is the greatest insult
to the average inelligence. Quiz
shows, soap commercials, cigarettes, and beer commercials! If
It weren't for these, television
would fall aptirt!
Maybe one of the reasons for
the pap on television is the unwillingness of a sponsor to do anything that is controversial and
would cause the public to start up
right out of their foam rubber
cushioned chairs. There is no
imagination, little orginality. It is
so easy to follow the group of
sponsoring the westerns and what
have you.
There are exceptions, but few.
For instance, Ford Motor Co.
sponsored OUR AMERICAN
HERITAGE. Another series THE
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME,
has presented many noteworthy
dramas. The DUPONT SHOW OF
THE MONTH quite often comes
up with a winner. Even with their
shortcomings, the fare is far superior to competing shows.
"So what about television," asks
the public. "and the quiz shows."
Well, the chorus goes:
"Quiz shows are rigged.
"We like it!
'Programs are silly.
"We like it!
"The commercials are sick.
"We like it!
"The detectives are dull.
"We like it!
Spinet Piano Opportunity
Responsible Local Party
can make real bargain on
Quality Spinet Piano. All
details arranged without

•xp•nse or obligation.
Write before
we mend
Mrs. Nellie Grace Williams of truck. Credit Office, Joplin
NEW AGREEMENT FOR WOOL Fulton, Route 1, died Tuesday Piano Co.. Joplin. Mo.
night at 9:10 at Fulton Hospital.
PROMOTION SIGNED
A new 3-year agreement between government and industry
for a program to promote increased use of lamb and wool has
You now have the rare privi
lege of wearing an
been announced by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, accordALL WOOL—Fine tailored—Name Brand Suit for
ing to etord received at the Kena Bargain Price.
tucky Agricultural Stabilization
EVERY SUIT in our store has been reduced—
and Conservation Office, Lexington, Kentucky.
Some as much as $15.00. All new styles and patThe agreement is between the
terns."
An Ideal Xmas Gift.
"
Secretary of Agriculture and the
American Sheep Producers Council. It is being continued on the
basis of a referendum of sheep
growers, in which, on a national
basis, 69 percent of the growers
voting producing 81 percent of
Next Door to City Hall
the sheep represented, favored
continuing the agreement. In Kenucky 80 percent of the growers
producing 79 percent of the sheep
represented favored the agreement.
The program will be financed
by deductions from incentive pay11 A. M.
. to 10 P. M.
ments earned by producers in the
national wool program. Under
Complete Dinner
terms of the agreement, deduct$1.75
ions will be made from payments
CHOICE
OF
marketnext summer for the 1959
Consomme Julienne
ing year (April L 1959 through
Congealed Pineapple &
March 31, 1960) at the rate of 1
Or
Cottage Cheese
cent per pound of short wool
Tomato Cocktail
or
markeed and 5 cents per hundred pounds of live weight of unTossed Garden
shorn lambs marketed. Deduct— ENTREE —
ions for the 1960 and 1961 marNo. 1 Baked Royalheart Turkey Hen, Oyster
keting years will be made at such
rates as are agreed upon, but
Dressing, Giblet Gravy, Spiced Apple
not more than the 1959 rate.

Mrs. Nellie Williams

ATTENTION NEI

GRIMM - SUITEN/0BM
Men's Apparel

THANKSGIVING

()Mon County Agricultural
Comments And Events
Harvest proceeding in county,
although fields still too wet in
many areas. Combines bogging
down, also corn pickers.
About 80 percent of the corn has
been picked. Corn that has not
been picked is about all down
on the ground. Local prices still at
95 cents a bushel.
About 85 percent of tht soybeans have been combined. Local
prices jumped to $1.95 a bushel
last week.
Officers and directors were
elected at last weeks organizational meeting of the ObionWeakley County Dairy Herd Improvement Association. S. H. Kilburn, Union City, was elected
president, Toss McCutchen, Union
City, Secretary and Treasurer and
Thomas Buce, Billie Owens and
Stacy Sammons, Jr., South Fulton
as directors. Almus Polsgrove,
South Fulton, was employed as
teeter for the association.
Soil samples are beginning to

"Tele v:don stinks!
"We like it!

Sauce, Celery Hearts with Pimentos
Oven Browned Potatoes, Broccoli
Parmesan,
Toasted Nuts, Dinner Mints
No. 2 Tenn. Smoked Country Ham,Hominy Grits,
Red Eye Gravy, Tasty Cut Green Beans,
Tasty Cut Green Beans, Small whole
Small whole Pickled Beets, Pure Wild
Bee Honey, Toasted Nuts, Dinner Mints
Park Terrace Ho-Made Rolls-Butter
— DESSERT —
Ho-Made Fresh Cocoanut Cake
Boiled Custard
Coffee
Milk
Tea
DESSERTS A LA CARTE
Karo Pecan Pie or Spicy Pumpkin - - 20
Ho-Made Cocoanut Cake & Boiled Custard - 35c
Call us for Private Xmas Parties
PHONE - 611

The Park Terrace Restaurant
Hwy. 45 E, Fulton, Ky.
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(Lasser Quantities Sold at Reg. Retails)

Binquick
(17.) 40.0a.
84-0e.
Grape Juice "nut"
Settles
10-011.
Fruit Cocktail SULTANA..
Cons
ARISTOCRAT
Crackers44DAK sAt.vmas
Sex
A a P Red
1401.
Chenicra Seer Pitted
Cane
Sweet Potatoes A & P... 2 «

39c
85c
9k
19c
89c
4k

rionl
V". 212 99C

FRUIT CAKE 5-Lb. Sr

AMERICA'S
1Hrt.b.
FAVORITE.... Light

'1"

DARK

3-Lb. $4279
Light 411
Light

1 Lb 79c

2 lb.

7„

Spry Shortening 3
56f
Handy y
LifebuoyAndBath
Soaps!. 2 31c
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. 890
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MILD OR LONGHORN STYLE CHEDDARS, BRICK.
MUENSTER. KRAFT VELVIETA.

$1.49

Whole Wheat Bread GT ,i Loaf 15c
Glazed Donuts'paa.
ofPkg.12 35c
Ea. 4k
Blackberry Pie ZrZer

Cleanser
( oz•

frlSh

DECISMSER ISSUE OF

HELP YOUR ONOLD IN SCHOOL
SOLDER BOOK

Encyclopedia::::490

17-0a.

10c
Caw
Sweet Peas ItTlAy ear«.
1114-0a.
10C
Caa
Cut Green Beans IONA
17.0e.
1 tivi Style
Can 10C
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1401.
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Ca.
Potatoes
te-Oa.
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MELO-SIT AMERICAN AND PIMENTO
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CRACKERS- Aristocrat - Saltines

Reynolds Wrap 2=550
sz 23ft
Mushrooms
Ivory Liquid '2c:39f7:- 6911Comet Cleanser 2= 3111
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV.El
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